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GOOD PROGRAM

ATKIWAN1S
Commission Form of Government for
Clovis Discussed Pro and Con
by Several Members.

PAPER IN CURRY COUNTY
SIXTEEN PACES

CLOVI3, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1921.

COMMUNITY FARM
BUREAU MEETINGS
Grady, Bellview and Pleaiant Hill
will hold community farm bureau
meetings on the following dates:
Grady, Friday nisrht, December 9;
Pleasant Hill, Saturday night, .'Jec.
10th, Bellview, Thursday night, JVc.
15th. Each meeting will begin at
00 o'clock.
Mr. J. A. Wallace, president of the
Curry County Farm Bureau and other County Farm Bureau officers, will
address each of these meetings and
plans will be made for the County
farm Bureau meeting, December
17th, and for work in 1922. Urge
crowds and profitable meeting will
be expected at these places.
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TODD IS

Man Charged with Killing

KIWAN1S LAUNCHES
PEPPY CAMPAIGN

WILL SELL RED
GROSS SEALS

DENIED BAIL
Brother-in-

-

Law Remanded to Jail to Await
Action of tho Grand Jury.

Par Cant of Receipts of
ChrUtmas Seals to Remain in
Currjr County.

Seveaty-Fiv-

$2.00 PFR YEAR

e

FARM BUREAU

The Kiwanls Club will soon have
an election to choose now officers.
For this purpose two political parties
havo been formed with the object of
lining up as many members as pos
sible on each side. Cash Ramey has
been chosen chairman of the Republican party and A. B. Austin will be
Democratic leader. In spite of the
fact that these two hard boiled party
men have been placed on the wrong
side of the fence, tho campaign prom
ises to be sn interesting one snd
esch csptain Is confident that his
platform will win.

MEETING SOON
Annual Meeting of Farmers on Dec
17th. Corn and Grain Sorghum Show In Connection.

The regular annual meeting of the
Curry County Farm Bureau will be
held at Clovis High School suditori- of the proposition of commission
urn on Saturday, December 17th. Tha
form of government for Clovis, which
meeting will begin at 10:00 a. m.
will be voted on Dec. 27th. A. W.
and continue throughout the day.
Johnson who had charge of the day's
This farm bureau annual meeting
program, announced that four speakis a meeting of great importance. Reers had been chosen to discuss both
QUESTIONNAIRE TO FARMERS ports on the year's work in 1921 will
aide of the question.
be given and plana for tho work ia
Cash Ramey spoke in favor of
A questionnaire is being mailed to 1922 will be made snd officers
commission government, citing that it
farmers in Curry County by the 1022 will be elected.
had boon a success in other places FIRE DESTROYS HOME
County Agent this week to be filled
Many important matters in regard
mainHe
tried.
ROSS
been
ON
had
NORTH
where it
out and returned.
to the Farm Bureau business and
tained that three men could manage
The purpose of this blank is to business of interest to every farmer
the city's affairs more effectively
Tho home of Cat Bycrs on North
information which is constant in Curry County will be transacted.
obtain
responsibility
than eight, and that the
Ross Street was destroyed by fire
ly being asked for by farmers of Cur Every farmer should be present
for proper handling of the city's busi last Saturday night about 9:30
ry County on location of registered
Cora and Grain Sort-huShow.
ness could be easily placed.
o'clock. The family was away from
live stock, pure bred poultry, pure
In connection with the annual
Jas A. Hall spent several minutes home and the fir.' is supposed toi have
seed, dairy stock and other supplies meeting a corn and grain sorghum
in an explanation of tho law under smarted in the flue. The home and
for which we should be able to moke show will be conducted. Ribbons will
governed household goods were a total less. weapon,
be
which Clovis would
to
tne
ground.
he said, fell
LESTER STONE INTERESTED
local sales direct.
Mr.
be giyen for first, second and third
should the proposition carry.
There was somo insurance.
The state put on three witnesses who
IN ELEVATOR COMPANY
be
not
would
placing. The grain show will afford
Hall pointed out that It
testified that Roy was unarmed.
DISTINGUISHED. VISITORS
an effective means of advertising for
a question as to whether Clovis should SALVATION ARMY
u
Attorney C. M. Compton
District
HERE
Elevator
Terminal
LECTURE
The
Amarillo
farmers who have seed grain for
fnvor commission form of govern
OFFICERS ARE HERE and Deputy J. C. Compton and Pat-to- n Company, in course of incorporation,
sale and will be a matter of educament but whether the town would be
& Hatch are attorneys for the will in the early spring erect in AmaRev..C. L. Dean, secretury of the tion for all who are interested in the
by tho law passed by the
K.
&
Reese
D.
Rowells
and
while
Crptain J. C. Pylant and wife ar Stato
rillo a modern 100,000 bushel eleva- Northwestern division of Christian
improvement of Curry County's grain
last legislature, as Clovis could only
rived in Clovis this past week from Fitzhugh represent the defense.
tor on its property south of Twenty-sevent- Churches, and Rev. E. J. Drummond, crops.
adopt the manner of commission gov
charge
will
Douglas, Ariz., and
have
Street, on the Santa Fe.
who hui been a missionary in India,
Ten sample ears will be considered
ernment that this act provided for,
of the work of the Salvation Army PRESIDENT IS MAKING
The terminal company will be com- - ,were in Clovis Saturday and Sunday an exhibit of corn and ten sample
C. A. Hutch spoke in favor of com
Army
pluce.
Salvation
The
at this
POST OFFICE APPOINTMENTS posed of Lester Stone & Company They gave interesting
lectures on heads of grain sorghum will be conHatch
Mr.
government.
mission
's
will hold services in the hull over
nt
and missionary
and the U. S. Strader Grain
sidered an exhibit. In judging exlike Mr. Kamey, pointed out that
store.
is making post office pany, both of Am.irllo. The articles tho Christian Church
President
The
hibits only standard exhibits of ten
effectively
three would work more
appointments low and it is anticipat- of Incorporation have not been made
ears or ten heads will be considered
' ih.m e ght. Ho maintained thiit should
ed that in a short while an appoint- pubi.e and it was not stated what the
Quality and uniformity will be con
the city adopt the proposed new plnn
ment will be ninde for tin- Clovis of- capital stock would be.
sidered iu judging each entry. Com
it would (five the city manager a legal
fice,
Postmaster Wagner's term ex
One thousand feet of trackage on
petent, disinterested judges will be se
status. Under the present city
lust
July and an appointment tne Santa Fe railway south of the
pired
cured from outside Curry County.
Hatch said Clovis could not
has been expected for the past several city lias been bought by the TevmU
A grain Judging contest for boys
legally have a city munagnr.
weeks.
nr' Company and uctual construction
18 years old and under will be
A. W. Hockenhull opposed the com
o' the eirvator will begin ns soon In City Council has Called Election to
for a free for all judging
mitsion government with the argu Santa Fo Apprentice Played Score.
GROCERY SOLD.
spring as possible.
the
Let Voters Decide on CommUsion contest for men.
let Came of Football with Tax.
ment that it centered the affairs of
All entries of grain for the boys'
Form of Government for Clovis.
The Lester Stone Company is
Last Sunday.
the city in the hands of too few men,
Willmon Bros., who have been con
grain judging contest must be entera 25,000 bushel elevHtor ut
He put up the further argument that
ducting a grocerynit the corner of Groom to cost $10,000. With the, t answer to a petition signid by ed by 10:30, December 17th.
should the city commissioner prove
A picked team from Texico and
Roncher
and West Grand Avenue Groom elevator the company will b; about 130 voters the City Council has
unsatisfactory there was nn provis- Farwell dashed with the local appren
have sold their business to H. D. operating a chain of six levators. cald an elect.on to vote upon the WANT GOOD ROAD TO
ion for a recall and there was also no tices here Sunday in a game which
The new, owners They are located at Lark, Wildorado, question of commission form of
SHALLOW WATER DISTRICT
way to return to the former meth ended in a score of nothing to noth- Reeves and son.
Miami, Cudman, and Hoover. eminent for the City of Clovis.
The
He pointed ing, the second scoreless game the took charge this week.
od of city government.
Citizens living south of Melrose
Amarillo Tribune.
election will be held on Tuesday, Deout thut a member of the legislature apprentices have played.
want to get a good road to the shallow
HASTY CONCLUSION DELAYS
is of particular interest cember 27th.
This
item
from Quay County had been Instiu
Both teams played a clean game
TRAIN FOR HOUR to Clovis people as Lester Stone was
All qualified voters can participate water district that lies several miles
mental In getting the commission and it was hard fought throughout.
a former citizen of this place and was in the election. Should the majority south of that town. They claim that
government law through th9 recent Tho Texico-Farwteam was the
of the voters decide for the new form the bad road south of that place
in the grain business here.
7.
Hasty
legislature and that Tucumcnri hud heavier of the two,
Texas,
Dec.
Gainsville,
but the Clovis
of government, the Council will divide keeps a large body of shallow water
been the first to reject the measure, team had good team work and held conclusions of a farmer last night
SON
VISITING
the city into three commissioner dis- land In that section from being setmore
delay
an
than
hour
a
caused
of
The speakers were not particularly the ball on foreign territory most of
tricts and a special election will be tled up. The people of that section
supposed to voice their1 individual the game. Twice during the game to a southbound passenger train here.
called to select commissioners, one are planning to ask the commissionG.
T.
Okla.,
Jones
put
ar
arguments
Walters,
be
of
Rushing
the
to town on horseback
sentiments in the
the locals had the ball within six
each district but ers for aid In getting the road fixed
fore the club Wednesday, but led the yards of their opponents goal but farmer excitedly informed officers he rived in Clovis Wednesday morning being chosen from
so that it will be easily traveled.
discussions pro and con to get differ were unable to carry it over. Texieo had seen two men attempting to re- and will be the guest of L). W. Jones elected at large.
Speaking of that productive section,
law
the
under
commissioners
The
ent phases of the subject before the also several times missed getting move a portion of the Santa Fe track and family for several days while he
the Melrose Messenger says:
city
a
to
select
power
three miles south of Gainesville. Po- Is having an eye treated. Mr. Jones will have the
members.
away with the ball for a touch-dowcommissioners
"Our old friend, C. N. Joyner, was
manager.
three
The
suffering
is
-Mr. Shipley made a short talk to As in the Topeks game, the Clovis lice hurried to the scene, after. order- reports that Oklahoma
only elective officers under in town last Saturday from his farm
the
are.
has
fallen
aa
no
moisture
rain
for
to
held
Snd
.only
ft
ing
here,
the
strong
con
general
financial
train
to tha club on
line deserved the name of a
tha law, the other positions being southeast of town.
ditions.- - Mas. Shipley hu recently re line, very few plays coming through. two tramps breaking chuncks of coal his section sines July. Walters is in
filled by appointment.
"As a matter of fact, his appear--anc- e
Mr.
and
fields
Oklshoms
of
oil
the
replenish
which
to
with
s
the
rails,
on
point
op
to
several
trip
from
a
This despite the fact that their
turned
on our streets are so frequent
Jones,
Improving,
are
conditions
aayji
,
and said financial ponents in the gsms had the strong campftre.
without
KING OF JOKES At
that we rarely mention as a matter
conditions here were as good or bet est line plunge the locals have enEXPENSE OF K1WANIAN3 of
news to our readers, but there was
Be said that be countered this ' season. Both, back
ter
something
of the unusual and extrathought 'every business man in this fields did good work, though the Clo
Dr. A. L Dillon was the author of
ordinary attached to his visit last
section should encourage diversified vis backfield proved the stronger on
tho most clever joke that has yet been
week. A matter that we believe will
farming among the farmors, with
end runs.
pulled in Clovis, and one which every
every reader of the Messentendency toward a return to stock
member of the Kiwanls Club, except interest
The attendance at this game fell
farming rather than the exclusive short of any the apprentices have
Hereafter the state of New Mexico two or three whom it was necessary ger, and wo are going to tell you his
Dr. S. M. Johnson, general man
mission on his last call at thla office.
raising of wheat.
played, though there was a fairly ager of the Lee Highway Association, will have to pay only 38.492 percent to put wise in order to carry' the joke
"Briefly, it is a move to get a
Wednesday of this and the Federal government will pay out, fell for. Just aa tho club was
good crowd out. The two teams will was in Clovis
BOOK DAY AND TEA
meet again next Sunday at Texico week, enroute to Washington, D. C, 61.608 percent of the cost of Federal sitting down to lunch Wednesday a graded road across the sand to the
POSTPONED and a number of Clovis fans are ex- after an auto trip over the Lee High- Aid Highway work In this state.
,
train pulled in with much whistling south,
Thesle figures were officially re and shrieking, shortly af ier which Dr.
"While in town last Week Mr. Joypected to be present to see how they way to California. Dr. Johnson was
The Book Day and Tea that was to come out in their second game.
one of the Lee Highway party that ported to State Highway Engineer Dillon entered, lending by tho arm, ner had a conference with our Counhave been held last Saturday at the
J. A. LaRue, on
visited Clovis a few weeks ago. He Gillett last week from Washington.
none. 'other, than tho great generalissi-m- ty Commissioner,
was:
'The Clovis line-uHigh School auditorium was1 post
This is a great benefit to the tax
says the party 'eft here and traveled
Foch, of France, whom the matter, and after their conversaMarshal
Montgomery, Fullback.
poned because of inclement weather.
over the route by way of Roswell, payers of the state. Mr. Gillett de- he Introduced to the club members, tion came to the Messenger to start
Smith, Right Half.
The Book Day and Tea will be given
El Paso, Lordsburg, Globe, Phoenix, serves great credit for this advantage who hed all rison at the entrance of a move in the direction of the road
Blair, Left Half.
next Saturday, December 10th, from
Yuma and to San Diego, California. of haa' a million dollars a year for the distinguished h';ro. Th Manhal project. His first plans are to circuYates, Quarter (Capt.)
2:30 till 5:00 o'clock. A list of th
Dr. Johnson says the Lee Highway New Mexico, as he was one of the responded in French and it was sev- late a petition to be presented to the
Right
Miller,
End.
asking that
books desired was published in Inst
which runs from Washington to San very first men in the country to go eral minutes before the club numbers County Commissioners
Spctter, Left End.
week's News. Each family is uvjred
Diego is destined to be one of the to Washington and personally advo realized they were victims of a very the road be graded and
Broome, Right Tackle.
to read the list of books wanted and
most popular highways' in the country cate that the government should pay clover joke and the object of '.her
Left Tackle.
House.
donate as many as they feci able.
(Continue on Page 8)
and that it will bring many tourists for the construction of highways in admiration was none other than j
Nelson, Right Guard.
through Clovis, as this city is on the the west in proportion to the amount Franz DcWitte, an employee of Fred
Powers, Left Guard.
route. He says the entire trip across of land held by tho. government in Harvey, who wore a Knights Temp- D'Spain, Center.
'
the continent was accomplished re- each state,
Icr uniform and was bedeckd with
Substitutes, Stephens for Miller.
HON. W. H. DUCKWORTH
was good and
cently with only two very short deCOAL PRICES TO
medals. The make-u- p
Clovis will probably use the same
IS NOW GOVERNOR
Mr. DeWittc, when
BUILD
TO
ADVENTISTS
BE REDUCED
account
trouble,
lays
that
of
on
fact
minor
and
car
tho
line-u- p
at Texico next Sunday.
resemIN
striking
CLOVIS
SCHOOL
so uniformed, bore a
and that on the entire transcontinen
Clovis has been the home of
On account of reduction in
tal highway not a serious hill is en
blance to the famous French general
Governor of New Mexico for
the
LITTLE GIRL DIED
are
Day
Kiwanians
Adventists
Seventh
The
the
wages the coal mines of North- Lee
wonder
that
countered. The route of the
it was no
past several days. Governor
the
in
ern New Mexico and Colorado
ON SOUTH AXTELL Highway is 2900 miles long and is planning to erect a school building
fell for tho Joke.
has been out of the
Mechem
the
for
Crowd
the
prime
to
have announced a reduction of
hundreds of miles shorter than any Clovis. The site has been chosen
Just
the middle of last
since
state
table
,
The
each
Hospital.
frcme-upono member at
The little six year old daughter of other transcontinental route. Speak north of the Santa Fe
about $2.00 a ton on coal. This
week and Hon. W. H. Duck- Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wallace, who live ing of tourists, Dr. Johnson said at plan is for the school to teach com was wise to the joke and started conreduction will no doubt be pass- Is
worth, lieutenant-governo"I mon school grades.
on South Axtell Street, died on Wed the Klwanis Club Wednesday:
versation around the tables to tho ef
ed along to the consumer in due
the
of
governor
acting
now
nesday, death resulting from com think the visit of tourists in New
fect that Marshal Foch's itincry had
time and will be appreciated as
state.
plications caused by diphtheria. The Mexico in the years to come will be
winter sets in.
Mr. T. A. Borne of the Fairfield been changed and that he wouid in all
family recently moved here from worth as much financially to the slate community was a Clovis visitor probability come through Clovis some
as any crop raised."
Slaton.
time in tho rfternoon. .
Thursday.
The Kiwanis Club devoted most of

ita Wednesday's program to

a

discus-lio-n

Lieutenant Governor W. H. DuckThe preliminary hearing of James
Todd, charged with killing his broth worth has been appointed chairman
James Roy at St. Vraln of the Red Cross Christmas Seal
recently, was held last Saturday in campaign in Curry County. The Ki- Clovis before Justice of the Peace J. I wanis Club has named Rev. C. D.
f. Noma. After hearing tne tesu-- ; roston. a. jnanaeu ana ueo. u. noo
mony, Judge Noble denied the de- erts to work with the chairman in the
fendant bail and unless a habeas drive to sell seals and they will atcorpus proceeding la held snd Todd tempt to sell more this year than at
granted bail by a higher court he any previous Christmas.
The funds from the sale of Christ
must remain in jail to await the action of the grand jury which meets mas seals are used to combat tuber
culosis everywhere. In view of the
in January.
The defense put on only one wit- fact that many indigent people cpme
ness, Todd himself, who testified that to this sectibn with the disease, the
he shot in self defonse. He said in National Red Cross organization has
substance that Roy reached into his agreed that 75 per cent of the re
car and got a revolver with his left ceipts from the sale of seals in this
hand, transferring the weapon to his county may remain here for use of
right when he (Todd) shot. Roy's the Red Cross in health work here.
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Man's greatest desire
is to own his own
home. Home is the
greatest place on earth to man. Mauldin acreage is the best ever in Clovis, just outside the city limits and
only seven blocks from the big east side school building.
THE GLARA BARTON COLLEGE SITE HAS BEEN CHOSEN OUT OF MAULDIN ACREAGE
Mr. C. E. Mauldin, Clovis, N. M.

clovia) Ni M Dec. 6, 1921

Dear Sir: We, as locating Committee of the Clara Barton College of Clovis, N. M., desire to inform you that we have accepted your proposition for the College in Mauldin Heights Addition to Clovis, N. M., as follows: between Axtel and Sheldon
Streets east and west and Easy Ave. and Statts Ave. North and South.
Yours very truly

(

)i

Signed:
A, L. DILLON, Chairman

W. HARRISON,
A. W. HOCKENHULL
C.

,

MRS. E. C. GRISAMORE
GEO. ROACH

BONNIE BRYAN
MISS MARY KNIGHT
COMMITTEE

The terms and price are right on this acreage, the first buyers get the pick of locations.

Slip (Stoma Nnita
Officii! Paper of Curry County
EDWARD

L.

MANSON

The advertisements in a newspaper
are more full of knowledge in respect
to what is going on in a State or
community than the' editorial columns
ure. Beecher,

"n PHONE

IVJ
(S)(S)(S)
,n states where more than five per
cent of the area is unappropriated
school land. New Mexico is one of
these slates and the amount of money
apportioned to this state under the
new bill will be $1,189,923.
This
means hat a vast amount of state and
government road work will be done
during the coming year, and will also
mean thut our good roads will attract many tourists this way, as well
as be of great benefit to those living
in the rural communities on account
of giving them better all the year
round roads.

39
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DEMOCRAT CROP OF CANDIDATES FOR 1922 BIG
(Santa Fe New Mexican)

44444444444444444
S.J.WRIGHT

Licensed Chiropracter
Over Farmers State Bonk
Hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Phone 346

44444444444444444444444
4

4 4
4
4 44
4
4

POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Are the Democrats discouraged?
Subject to the will of the
Govrnor Mechem has announced
Look at the list of possible candiDemocratic Party
Unit he will net be a cumlidute for
dates
some
of them announced and
Entered at the postoff ice at Clovis,
4
the office of Governor,
to
44444444444444444444444444
New Mexico, as second claw matter
some merely favorably mentioned
The Governorship of New Mexico ap
and decide for yourself.
wider the act of March 8, 1879.
FOR SHERIFF
Dr. C. L. McClellan
parently does not lu've much of an
Not less than six are already talked
Physidkn
Surgeon
and
4
a
attraction for.
man after he has
I hereby announce as a candidato
of as candidates for the gubernatorial
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Office Over Mandell's
4 for Sheriff of Curry County, subject
held one term. Few have held the
nomination,
according
to
the
"boys"
One Year
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
J2.00 office and retained their popularity,
to the action of the Democratic party.
who have been keeping their "cars to
.$1.00 Mr. Mechem evidently figures it is a
Biz Montht
CLOVIS, N. M.
4
D. L. MOYE.
the ground." The six are Arthur Se-good thing to quit while the quitting
o
ligman, Santa Fe; John Morrow, l!u
I hereby announce as a candidate
is good.
The governor's announce,
HENRY FORD'S VISION.
ton; H. L. Hall, Chama; W. J. Lucas,
THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION
for Sheriff of Curry County, subject
mcnt that .e would not run again' has
If the government accepts his of- Las Vegas; J. D. Atwood. Rowel),
DR. C. 0. WARRINER
to the action of the Democratic party.
caused Republican politicians nil over
for the Muscle Shoals project on and Walter M. Connell, Albuquerque.
fer
Old timers on the plains ore won- th-- : stato to put themselves in a re
CHIROPRACTOR
E. L. McCAULEY.
the Tennessee river in Northern AlaAnd the strings given as possible
Licensed
4
dering if our seasons are Teally ceptive mood for the G. 0. P. nomi
Henry
bama,
Ford promises to give candidates for other placed on the
V. TATE authorizes the News to
113
South Main Street
4
changing in this section. There has nation next summer.
employment to a million persons. ticket in some eases, at least, give
Phone 101
o
4 announce his candidacy for Sheriff
Henry Ford is not a dreamer.
been less cold weather in the last few
His even lesa hint that the Democrats are
of Curry County subject to the acSeventy-fiv- e
million dollars became visions have an uncanny way of bed
as the result of the re
winter than there was ten or twenty
tion of the Democratic party.
available as federal aid for road con coming realities.
The manufacture publican 1920 victory. Some, in fact,
years ago on the plains. The weath- struction in the various states under
of nitrates is one of the Industries are longer.
I hereby announce as a candidate
DR. L. M. BIGGS
er bureau at Amurillo shows that
the federal highway act recently sign- whose development Henry Ford will
There is one even for the place at
for the office of Sheriff of Curry
Veterfc
cold
of this year had less
4 County, subject
ed by President Harding. This money undertake if he gets control of the the top of the ticket allotted to
iry Surgeon
the
to the action of the
Phone 331
weather than we have experienced is for the fiscal year ending Jan. 1, government property,
4
and he also candidate for United States senator,
Democratic primary election.
Clovis,
New
Mexico
this month sinco 1913. Also for the 1922 and
4
of this is available plans to develop the production of although it is believed
d
United States
L. W DOWNING.
first time since 1914 there was no now. This money must be matched aluminum on a large scale.
Senator A. A. Jones can get it if he
moisture in November.
dollar for dollar by the states, except
The Ford proposals to buy the gov wants it. Others are mentioned as
FOR COUNTY TREASURER
ernment property at Muscle Shouls possible candidates,
however, alDr. W. M. Lancaster
I hereby announce as a candidate
in part and lease the remainder for though none, as far as can be learned,
Physician and Surgeon
4 for the
ninety-nin- e
office of County Treasurer of
years is not without oppo- has announced his Stetson in the ring.
Clovis, New Mexico
4 Curry
sition,
and
County,
A. H. I'udspoth, Carrizozo;
this
is
opposition
snid
subject to tho action
to
O.
N.
Office Over Mandell's
:
.
4 of the
come from interests which might be Murron, Albuquerque, and John W.
Democratic party.
Phone No. 157
4
affoct.d by the development of the Poe of Roswell, arc among these.
JAS. H. CURRY
Residence Phone 749
4
nitrate and aluminum industries.
It
Here are the favorably mentioned
is believed that Mr. Ford has receiv
s
for other berths and the lists
FOR COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT
ed reasonable assurance from Secre- arc not closed:
MRS. LENA S. MAXWKLLW
tary Weeks that tho Ford offer for
Congressman F. C. de Baca, Lus
Dr.
B. Westerfield
thorizes the News to announce her
the government property will be
Vegas; John V. Sinmis, Albuquer- 4
Physician end Surgeon
4
to Congress, with Un- que; D. K. it. Sellers, Albuquerque;
Officell0!a N. Main Street 4 candidacy for the office of County
WICHITA
fit A. .'r
Superintendent, subject to the action
provability that confirmation of the Puz Vulverde, Clayton;" H. M. Dow, 4 Office Phone 231
Res. 2B9 4
of
the Democratic primary election.
agreement will !: made in due time. Curlsbad; T. D. Leib, Raton; H. A.
4
Albuquerque Journal.
Kikcr, Raton.
o
Supreme couit justice Samuel G.
III
Bratton, Clovis; C. K. Briee, Roswell ;:
DR. H. R. GIBSON
i
Sum Stennis, Carlsbad; It. R. Ryan,
OSTEOPATH
Silver City; Summers Burkhart, Al- 4 Treats
LOCUST GROVE LOCALS
all diseases, both acute
buquerque; Harry L. Palton, Clovis. 4 and
chronic. Office in building
Secretary of State A. P. Hill, 4 on corner
north of Fire Station.
Santa Fe; Rafael Garcia, Albuquer- 4 Office
Phone 383
Res. 390
Wc certainly had a "windy" Fri
From a noon-datrain the Taxi
que; Mrs. Tom Doran, Santa Fe; 4
Clovis, New Mexico.
day. It blew stacks of fodder all to
hus just landed Harry and Maude at
Eugenio Romero, Mora.
pieces. And Mr. Lyons separator to
their new home after a very enjoy-abl- u
Attorney Genera! J. S. Vaught,
his
thresher, which was still at Mr. Doming;
honeymoon trip.
F. B. Garcia, Albuquerque;
Ira Taylor's, was blown over and
Muudo admired the new home and
Dillard Wyatt, Roswell; L. II. Taylor,
Jbroke
up
considerably,
and fences Clayton; A. T. Hannett, Gallup.
THOMAS W. JONES
its well appointed furnishings' very
were torn down.
Veterinarian
much but as they stood' in the kitchen
Treasurer Mrs. Emily LaBelle, 4
Sam Randol who was sick lust week
200 West Otero Street
she turned to Harry and said: "Now
Albuquerque; E. M. Brickley, Carri
is up and able to go again,
Fhnne 45
Clovis, N. M.
Listen, Harry the thought that inzozo; W. W. Nichols, Clovis; Juan
gcorge Mcironos
Mr. Bon had his com shelled Tues
terests me now is how with this nicely
Vigil, Taos; J. G. Bryant, Portales;
PRODUCTION
day.
arranged and well equipped kitchen,
A. G. Simms, Albuquerque; Jackson
Several from here attended the Agee, Silver City.
I may be able to prepare the health-givin- g
sale which was close to Hurley
DR. T. E. PRESLEY
food that is so essential to your
Land Commissioner Jim Hinkle,
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
happiness as well as your success."
Roswell; Coe Howard, Portales; A. L. 4
ACNES AYRES
tin RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Taylor, Jr., is helping Ebb Ran- - Zinn,
Ira
4
of
Roswell, N. M., will be In Clo-- 4
H.
B.
Tucumcarl;
Gerhart,
"So thoughtful a wife, Maude, is
h M.HUU
dol pull com this week.
vis
at
Baptist
the
Hospital
from
old
Arab proverb says,
Stanley; Chns. E. Dennis1, Clovis; Jno.
sure to muke a good cook. Allow me
THE
Mr. Bart Osborne and family vis W.
4 tho 4th to the 8th of each month.
an Arab sets a wo.
Turner, Silver City.
to make one suggestion, get the right
man
he
wants,
he takes her" ...
ited at Mr. P. M. Owens' Sunday.
Auditor Mrs. W. F. Kirby,
kind of flour and the worst is over
the pursuit is implacable, the
The cast school truck is broke this
capture occurs, a desert bandit
Ed Tafoya, Santa Fe; Tony
in preparing appetizing meals."
week and the children nrn having to Ortiz, Albuquerque; C. C.
steals the b!nutiful Agnes Ayres
Crenshaw,
"I'v that solved, Harry. Mother, 1
by force, but the handsome Sheik
go to school in touring cars.
Tulnrosa.
must say, is a fine cook. She uses
recovers her in a terrific hand-tWALTER W. MAYES
Mr. W. W. Willinms killed hogs
Mrx.
Lieutenant
FranGovernor
hand (ipht resolved to make her
Wichita's IMPERIAL FLOUR and
ATTORNEY-AT-LA4
4
Tuesday.
his and his only.
ces Nixon, Ft. Sumner; F. G. Hnrtell, 4
would have none other. She makes
in
Practice
all courts
4
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Randol and
Artcsia.
the lovliest bread and I see it is adClovis. N. M.
4 J)ts a iPnramottnt Picture",
daughter, Gludys, visited at Ebb Run- Mrs. Anna
School superintendent
vertised at the Corner Grocery, so
dol's Sunday.
W. Strumquist,
Albuquerque;
Mis
let's go there and plnco our grocery
Mr. Wullnce has purchased
the Isabel Eckles, Silver City; E. L. Lusk,
order." Thus started another happy
house on Mr. F. A. Cooke's p'nee Elk ins.
home.
which he recently sold Mr. Moss.
TEXAS WONDER
Comporation commissioner Boni- Mrs. T. J. and Mrs. T. S. Rui.dol
fncio Mbntoya, Bernalillo; J. J. (or kidney and bladder
troubles, gravand Mrs. Burt Osborne were in Clovis Heaney, Albuquerque; E. B. Swope,
Wednesday and Thursday
Dust-Pro- of
el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
Christmas shopping Tuesday.
Albuquerque.
and irregularities of the kidneys and
15
14
bladder in both men and women. If
Air transportation s.rvice makes it
An optimist is a man who has gone
your
sold
by
wt
druggist
will
be sent
possible for a citizon of this country without outing so long that his garoy mall on receipt of $1.25.
Mr. Farmer, if vou are
On
to
to fly to Cuba at an average expense ters are too large nnd mukes himself
small bottle often cures. Send for have a public
of $150; or he enn remain at home believe that tho rubber in his gnrters
sale, advertise it in the
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W.
and get it from the bootlegger.
Lex is giving out. Wulscnburg (Colo.) 2928 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo." Hall News. Proper advertising through
Sold the columns of this paper will bring
ington, (Ky.) Heruld.
Independent.
by druggists.
you a crowd.
tf
Editor and Publisher
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Commencing

Thursday

u

n

DAY

to

Closing

Saturday

December

Night, Dec.

3th

24th

15 Shopping

15 Shopping

Days

Days

I

ONLY Fifteen Shopping Days until Christmas. We are going to make these fifteen days the biggest days
of the year for us. We are overloaded on winter merchandise, and have cut the price to the very limit on
all winter and holiday goods, in order to reduce our stock by January 1st. Lots of goods will be sold during this sale below prewar prices. This will positively be the biggest money saving event of the year,
and we want every man, woman and child in Clovis and surrounding country to attend this BIG HOLI-

DAY SALE.

Comforts
( 1 ood

heavy, full size Comforts, cotton filled, values
$2.19
$2.75 and $3.00
$11.50 and $4.00 Comforts
$2.75
Sale price
$6.00 Comforts, sale price
$4.75

and $7.50 Comforts
$5.75
Sale price
$8.00 and- fl.00 Comforts,

$7.00

-

All

$6.95

i trice

Sale

Blankets will go in tliis
20' o OFF

s.ile at

htrJ i

Trunks and Suit
Cases
We have some extra good
values in Trunks and Suit
Cases, all go in this sale at
26 DISCOUNT
.Genuine cowhide Bags, regular price $18.50, Holiday
$13.75
$15.75

trice
$20.00 Cowhide Bag
$10.00 Leather Bag
$fi.50 to $8.00 Leather

$6.75

Bags

$4.75

1.00

Bags, sale price$2.25

Corduroy Suits
Good heavy Corduroy Suits
made of the very best grade

of Corduroy, values to $15,
$11.85
Sale price

Boys' Suits
One lot of Boys Corduroy
Suits to go in this sale $6.95
Boys' $10.00 All Wool cloth
$7.45
Suits at
$12.50 Suit, sale price $9.45

Boys' Jersey Sweaters
In red, navy and oxford. All
Jersey Sweater, sale
price
wool

Sheep

Skin-Line-

d

Coats

Men's extra heavy sheep ikin lined
regular
Duck Coats, good length,

$7.95
price $11.00, sale price
Moleskin sheep skin lined 'Coats, 86
inches long, our regular price $13. SO,
$9.95
Sale price
Good heavy mole skin Vest, blanket
$3.95
lined to go in this sale at

Men's Suits

Shoes

One lot of Men's Suits $22.50
and $25.00, Sale price $19.75

One lot of Ladies' and
Misses Shoes in black and
brown, values to $5.00,
choice in this sale
$1.95
One lot of Ladies'.Slioes in

Good

gray and blue
serge Suits, values up to
$:!0.00, sale price
$24.75
all-wo-

ol

$:!0.00 Kirschbaum
Kale price

Jl

N

- A

1

$26.75

Suit, sale pricc$30.95
sale price $35.75
Suit,
$40.00
$42.50 Suit, sale price $35.75
$:,5.()0

Mackinaws
Extra good Mackinaws for
Men, good line of patterns,
all wool, values up to $15.00,
$9.75
Sale price Boys' Mackinaws

$4.45

Men's Hose
Black and brown Hose for
Men, good quality Hose 10c
One lot Hose, values to 35c,
19c
Sale price

Jersey Gloves
quality
Jersey Gloves, assorted col15c
ors, sale price
Men's extra

good

Boot Tops
Tweedy boot tops in black,
brown and gray, values up
to $6.00, all out together,
$1.98
choice at

Men's Gowns
Good heavy outing gowns
for men, full size.
$1.75
$2.50 Gowns at
$2.15
$3.00 Gowns at
$1.75
$2.50 Pajamas at
$2.75
$3.50 Pajamas at
79c
at
Gowns
Outing
Boys'
98c
at
Pajamas
Boys'

All knee Paiijls go in this
20 OFF
sale at

Men's Shirts'
Good heavy wool shirts in gray and
khaki color, regular price $3.60 to
$2.55
$4.00, Sale Frice

Men's all wool khaki Shirts, values up
to $7.50,'Sale Price
$4.45

W.

black, brown and gray, most
of them high heels, values
up to $10.00,

ehoice..$3.95

Men's gumnetal and calf
skin Shoes, black and brown,
values up to $8.00, out on a
$3.95
counter, choice
Men's Dress Shoes, black
$4.50
and brown, at
Men's Shoes worth up to
$5.00
$10.00, Sale price .
Men's Shoes, values tip to
$7.50
$12.00, Sale price .
of
Steadfast and
One lot
Shoes,$9.75
Briscoe
Smith
All Ladies Shoes and Oxfords go in this sale at
207c OFF

Men's odd pants will be sold
during this sate at
15
DISCOUNT

Men's Hats
Stetson Hats in a large
range of colors and styles to
close out during this sale

at

$5.85

Boss raw edge Stetson

Hat

and Clear Nutri, values to
$15.00 go in this sale at $8.95
$6.00 Hats, sale price ..$4.95
$5.00 Hats, sale price $4.25
$4.00 Hats, sale price -$- 3.35

Men's Caps
of Corduroy and
leather caps with ear flaps,
98c
Sale price
$2.50 to $3.50 Dress Caps,
large line to select from
One lot

$1.98

$1.45
$2.00 Caps at
$1.50 and $1.25 caps at98c
$4.00 leather Cap with fur
$3.35
ear flap at

Ivory

t LuiKai

navy, in satin, taffeta and
Georgette, some of there
dresses sold up to $35.00,
choice while they last $10.75
$18.00 to $25.00 Dresses, silk
and serge, sale prico$13.75

About fifty Ladies' Suits
left. These will be divided
into three lots:
One lot consists of brown
and navy suits in tricot ine,
serge and velour, values $25
to $:!2.50,llolidnv Sale Price

$27.50 to $32.50 Dresses, silk
and tricot me, at
$17.85

ijCW.00,

to $15.00 tricot ine
poiret twill and satin dresses, sale price
$25.75
$.".5.00

Underwear
Ladies good heavy ribbed
Union Suits, values to $2.50
per suit, sale price
$1.19
Misses heavy ribbed Union
Suits, sizes 2 to 8
79c
Sizes 10 to 16

98c

Ladies' Sweaters
at

HALF PRICE

Ladies' Outing Gowns
One lot of Outing Gowns,
good quality outing, values
up to $1.50, "sale price79c
$2.00 and $2.50 Gowns $1.39
$1.50 Children's Gowns
98c
at
$1.00 Children's Gowns
79c
at
75c Children's Gowns at 59c

Silks
Beldings Satin in black,
brown navy, and blue, regular price $2.25, sale price
$1.85
$2.00 Silks, sale price $1.69
$2.75 and $3.00 Silks
Sale Price
$2.49
$4.00 Canton Crepe and Satin Buck Crepe Mentor, complete line of colors, sale price
-$-

$16.75

and $40.00
Suits in brown and navy,
trimmed with fur, all go in
this sale at
$19.75
$45.00, $50.00 and $60.00
Suits, fur and embroidery
trimmed. These are extra
values and won't last long.
Sale price
29.75

t

3.35

$:57.50

Ladies' Coats
Our entire stock of Ladies'
Coats will be closed out during this sale at
OFF

Ladies Blouses
Crepe cle Chine and Georgette Blouses, beautiful line
of colors, values $7.00 up to
$9.00, choice in this big sale
jit

$4,75

and $4.00 Mouses"
Sale price
$2.75
$5.00 and $C.00 Blouses,
Sale price
$3.75
$10.00 and $11.50 Blouses
'
Sale price
$6.75
$12.50 to $15.00 Blouses
Sale price
$9.75
$18.00 to $20.00 Blouses
Sale price
$13.75
$:!.50

r- -

""

One lot of percalo in dark an, I
vuiuin, good line of polka Ms in

'

this

Wool Yarn
Fleischer's yarn in good line of colon,
regular price 35c, Sule Price
29c

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

...

,

Furs

Chokers, Neckpieces and
Muffs in a good range of
styles and different furs, to
go in this sale at
Y3 OFF

Children's Coats
Our entire stock of Mimes and Children's Coats will go in this sale at

OFF

9e

& Co,

-

""

Percale
lot at

We have the largest and most complete stock of Ivory we have ever
shown for our holiday trade and during this sale we w ill sell it at
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT

i

Ladies' Suits

One lot of Silk Dresses, all

Our entire stock of Ladies'
Sweaters will go in this sale

Men's Pants

at

Boys' Odd Pants

Overcoats,
About 20 overcoats in the lot, brown
and gray mixtures, the styles are both
long and short, some have the high
storm collar. There are values up to
$18.00
$25.00, Sale Trice
$26.75
$30.00 Overcoats
$31.25
$36.00 Overcoats
$36.25
$40.00 Overcoats

Suits

Dresses

Corsets
'.ng to a special price made us by
ifcj Gossard Corset Co., we are able
co sell our line of Gossard Corsets at
a ridiculously low price. These are
not old mccltli but models we are continuing i:i car line. Buy now and
save money?
$3.75 Gosaard Corset
$2.75
$5.00 Gossard Corset
$3.50
$6.00 Gossard Corsets
$4.00
$8.50 Gossard Corset
$4.25
$8.50 Gossard Corset
...$5.00

Huck Towels
One lot

of extra good Huck

largo size.
worth 25c.

Towels,

These towels are well
Sale price, each
15c

J

T
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We are Offering Some Wonderfully Low Prices for the Holiday Trade at a Time
when Jewelry Gifts, "THE GIFTS THAT LAST" are the Most Acceptable Presents

J

the QMfimMMB

33H

OFF ON ALL MESH BAGS AND
VANITY CASES
25
OFF ON IVORY

Any order, Gent's Emblem Rings

iiippgjp

Solid Gold Baby Rings

65c

Special assortment of Sheffield Hollow
Silverware, each

Guaranteed lien's Watch Chains, $4.50
values for
$1.95

$6.00

Ladies Solid Gold Set Rings each

$5.00

Special assortment of La Valliers at ea h $9.75

$5.00

3313

r'c

OFF ON ALL CUT CLASS

Set Community Silver,
guarantee, formerly sold for $47, nuw price $28.00

Special lot La Toiisca I'earl Beads for..$4.75

Man's high grade, 15 jewel Watch, 20
year ease for
$14.95

'Ecouomv Elgin Watch, size 16, seven
.$13.50
jewel, for only

Tea Spoons, Community' Silver,
antee, old price $4.50, new price

GENUINE HAND LACED AND HAND
SEWED LEATHER PURSES

26-pie-

50-ye-

Solid Gold Bracelet Watches,
15 jewel for only

50-ye-

.

ar

ar

guar-

$2.65

Cigarette Cases, extra good values
from
$2.00 to $25.00

1(2 N.MA1N ST.

$22.50

CLOVIS. N.M EX,

Do Your Sopping Now and Purchases will

3

be Cared for until Christmas if you desire

WEST CHAPEL SAYINGS

Well, tho farmer of this community are longing for that rain that we
liaven't got. Some have planted wheat
and some have not, but all are wanting it to rain.
There wus preaching here last Sunday morning and dinner
on the
ground and preaching in the afternoon.
Mr. R. D. Chapman and family
visited Mr. and Mrs. Roush of the
Concord district Sunday.'
Fred Dixon was in our mid$t Sun-

day

eve.

James Huffman called on Lindley
and Gene Rurgo Sunday.
Mr. J. L. McDaniel visited Mrs. R.
P. Chapman Friday.
Mr. S. S. Allcorn was out one day
last week from Clovis and took back
a load of feed .
Mr. Chilton, Louis Chapman, Miss
Selma Blcdroc and the Giles girls
took a spin over to Mr. nnd Mrs.
Earl Twilla'i Sunday eve but did not
find anyone at home, so the girls
wiped all the cookies they had and
left immediately.
It is reported that Mr. Massey has
a perfectly new well. We are looking
to fee this valley overflowing most
njr time now.
Some of the West Chapel itea at.
tended the singing at Prairie Valley
Sunday night and all enjoyed it fine.
We are looking for a thresher in
fere most any time to thresh this
kigh priced kafir we've got, and, Oh,
fcoy! we will be going around here
With our pockets bloated out like a
fcsloon, and it will be like a baloon
too, full of wind.
Everybody come to the literary
Saturday night and bring some one1
else with you.
Peter Pan.

MOYE-SUNRIS- E

NEWS

4
t
Well, we are not snowed or sanded
tnder. We had a real sand storm
Friday and some snow Saturday,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas and Mr.
and Mrs. Craig and family spent
Sunday at the Willoughby home.
Mr. and Mrs. Akers and family
nnd Mr. and Mrs. Gentry and family

and Mrs. Kelly and sons, spent Sunday .at the Copeland home.
Miss Cora Willoughby is working
at the Lane home in Clovis.
Otis Kelly spent Monday night
with Paul Hopper.
Mr. and Mrs. Homier and daughters.
Juanita and Maggie, and Miss Bessye
Peterson and Mary T. Craig were
calling at the Sherman home of the
community Sunday.
Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman formerly
livod in this community.
We did not have any Bible studv
Saturday on account of bad weather.
Uclma Hopper has had to miss
school on account of a severe sore
throat,
Mr. Woods will be at Mr. Walkin- barger's Tuesdoy with his thresher.
Mr. Guinby's 'thresher is at Mr. Hopper's.
Moye Slim.

HOLLENE HAPPENINGS

1

Boys' and Girls'
Club Corner
By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader

Mr. J. R. Mahaffey,
Texico, is
plan, ing on moving tD Portalos and
has for sale some: splendidly bred
gifts ranging in age from two and
thrr-months to yearlings. Any of the
club boys and girls who desire some
of this stock should communicate
with Mr. Muhaffey soon.
4

If any of the club boys are interested in the calf project th y should
communicate with the club agent. In
undertaking calf project work, e'thor
beef or dairy, a club member must
be equipped t'j take care of siock.
Thire should be ample protection
from the weather, a grain ration,
good water supply and, plenty of
clean roughage. One of the reasons
for selectir Holsteins foi calf club
'vork is tliat thay will ad.ipt themselves to range conditions much more
satisfactorily than Jerseys or any
other dairy types, but that does not
mean that they can meet winter weather without any protection and
range on grass .without interfering
with their development and growth.
Let us plan on calf club work with
an idea that it is to be a permanent
part of our piogram and enroll with
tho intention of carrying the project
straight through the four years. Just
now with cheap feed and cattle down
it will surely be wise to purchase the
best obtainable to build up the home
herd,

next time we get a "weigh" 'we can now home from the hospital where
make" R better showing. both underwent operations for apOur high school pupils are making pendicitis.
good progress in the art of public
Mr. Tate returned from a hunting
spcuking.
The gr.at.st single ac- trip and brought back a supply of
complishment one can gain is the venison.
ability to express ones self in good,!
ror this reason we
clear bnglish.
NOTICE.
RANCHVALE SCHOOL NEWS
are glad to note the improvement.
Come out and s;e the Freshman
Notice is hereby given that the unscience students demonstrate thuil dersigned was on the 8th day of
Some
of them
1921, appointed admlnistra-to- r
On account of the cold wave the artificial geysers.
of the estate of Conrad H. Hccht,
Association failed have attained a decree of regularity
in eruption which rivals "Old Faith- deceased, by the Probate Judge of
to meet Inst Suutrduy night.
Cimy County, New Mexico.
The school regrets the absence of ful."
j
Community Not .
Therefore,
all persons having
S. D. McLean. D, is a good student
Mrs. Matlock is very ill with pneu- claims against said estate are hereby
and we hope he can be with us again
monia. A traim d nurse h:is been em- notified to' f ie the same with the
soon.
ployed to hijp with ihe ease.
nec.ssnry vouchers, with the underPleasant Hill is to meet us on our
Bi other Shoot, or the Church of! signed or County Clerk
of Curry
own ground for the f rst ganii- God, preached a very
helpful sermon Comity, within one year from date
of the season with that team. Pleasla:t Sunday afternoon.
of said appointment as provided by
ant Hill team is small but they arc
Our Rwichvalo Christian Workers' law or the same will bo forever
fast and the game promises to be a meeting was a decided success Sun-- ,
barred.
good one.
day evcn'iig.
MARVIN W. HECHT,
Wo were surprised to find that
Remember singing Sunday evon- Administrator.
thirty-fiv- e
per cent of our students! ing before young people's program.
were underweight.
We hope the
Christine Davis and Dale Casey are! News Want Ad, le per word.
tf
ber 17th, should select either ten ears
nt kvui AM
- gram: Buig- ui vuii Un.l.
iicau ui
hums. Carefully pack to prevent
shaking off and send in to the county
office during the week.

Parent-Teacher-

's

'

-

-

croiner lameron ruled his regu- las appointment here Sunday.
During the rain of sand and the
wind last Friday our best basket ball
blew away.
The Iriquois will put on a pro
gram next Friday night if it doesn't
come another rain of sand. Everyone
welcome.
The school is improving all the
time. The pupils are entering in up
on the fourth month with zest and
tea and determined to come out with
flying colors.
Little Pansy Killam is on the sick
list this week.
Along with the program Friday
night will also be a debate between
the Iorquois and Algonquin societies.
The question will be on disarmament.
Miss Elma C. Sturdeva-.it- ,
Assist
We were glad to have Mr. Jack
son of Albuquerque with us Sunday. ant SMte Club Leader, will be in
The Glad Girls. Curry County the 13th to make a
survey of the hot lunch possibilities
X
' SMILE AWHILE.
' for the county,. If there arc teachers
who desire assistance in this work
It's strange, this love shortage
they should communicate with the
and so much love is being made.
county office by the 10th so that a
Worst thing about nunctures is one schedule may be arranged.
""'
never stays close to a garage. '
Some of the results of Miss New- . People who
jump at conclus'ons ell's work Bhow that the noon lunch BIG BILL HART IN
driven on by a great Iov this silent
get the wrong ones.
for school children could be made a
"THREE WORD BRAND'' fighter bent them all! And
while their
It must be great to be rich you fr.ctor in bringing some of the under
'father went down fighting the ineli- -'
don't have to pay your bills.
.
weights up to normal.
mis newest picture.
Not that we favor Ruth, but it
fo.
looks like Landis knows "A good man
Every crop club member who can
to become govrtnor-t-he
a
Come on I And they did come.'
is hard to fine,"
select an exhibit for the grain show
h Mimt nI,in.mln. tintnlu.
Those collecting bootlegger In- to be held in connection with the Indians at first then ruffians of the each other until T
.
come tax mustn't take it out in. trade. annual farm bureau meeting Decem plains tnen coyote
politicians! And
The rest is love and struggle avd

rY

Y

""'

thr 11

i

three

'IT

i

llill""11

K

t

mil

u.- -

i

irst

'

t

.

II

hio-

as an Indian fighter
tht"n 'ne rough plainsman thon as
governor. You'll say it is some pic
l com"
tw0
,4AJBVhwin
St, Jhn-"F- ast
and
At the Lyum Theatre
Saturday niirtit nnfAkn- - mil.
to get in.

m

i

and
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Let Something New for the Home Greet
Her Christmas Morn

kid

The Most practical gift a piece of good furniture, be it a chair, an occasional table
or an entire suit, it will appeal to the effeminate heart more than any one thing.
And at this, the opportune time, we urgently call your attention to our complete
stock of furniture. The reasonable prices quoted and also the completeness of our

f

A

.

JT

1

,Vf

KM

stocks, advising immediate purchases which we will gladly hold in readiness for
delivery at your command.

J

"A BETTER HOME CHRISTMAS"
Christmas for generations past has been "a home festival;" its sentiment centers about the hearth. For those dear to you choose gifts
that will contribute fo comfort and contentment.
"MAKE THIS A BETTER CHRISTMAS!"

JOHNSON BROS. FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
They

Patronize Clovig merchants.
Wanted Good, clean cotton rags
ltc help build up the town.
at the News Office,

,

JIM

1

$

Iff

"MSfffy

y

at;

tf

Co's. Big
will
continue
Sale
Economy
The life ten days. Big Specials each
force that day. Closes Dec. 17th.
ltc

Mr. W. H. Taylor visited in

MuulJin Heights is worth looking
ee it quick.

Tuesday.

LOCAL MENTION

Rodes-Bradle-

y

Your body is a machine.
of this machine is the nerve
radiates through the nerves from
brain to every cell of the body. If
If vou have something for sale or
pressure is taken from all nerves you want to buy something, use a Clovis
will be healthy. For furthe informa-tio- n
With some folks every sort of debt
tf
News Want Ad, lc per word.
see Dr. Warrincr, he will con
WANTED.
BIDS
i
easily acquired except a debt of
...
.
vince you of the merits of CHIRO'
gratitude.
The city will receive bids for rent PRACTIC. 113Vj S. Main
Regular Msating
A year's subscription to the News on the city farm at its meeting on
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
We have the agency for soms if the
will be a present for the entire fam January 2. Bids must be filed with
Will be held at Masonic Hall
the city clerk before the above date. most substantial old linu fire insurily. Subscribe now.
Second and Fourth Friday
companies. Doughton Land
ance
E. E. TAGADER,
nights of each month.
Company.
Clerk.
City
Eodes-Bradle- y
Co's. Big
at BiOO O'clock.
Economy Sale will continue Bring your shoe repairing to the Amarillo Daily News and the Clovis
All Sir Knights residing In
ten days. Big Specials each Clovis Shoe Hospital, now at its new News for $7.20 a year.
this Jurisdiction are Invited.
George Roach!"'
day. Closes Dec. 17th. ltc location on South Main St.,
1
Try a News Want Ad.
stand.
'
Barney Brizendine has sold his in
terest in the City Market to his part
nor, Tom Carson. Mr. Brizendine ii
working at the Kendall Dry Goods
Co. during the sale.

We have about an $8,000 stock oi
Furniture (ull clear) in a good town
Let Runny & Wilkinson show you in Oklahoma to trade for land here
Bell
or city property. Stewart
Mauldin Heights.
Land Co.
ltc

2f

Supreme

In Tone

12-2t-

'

The tone of the Sonora has

It is true,

made it famous.

sweet, charming, full of expression, life and loveliness.

,

It is

ise

the greatest achievement in
sound reproduction. For its

wonderful beauty you will

We have a good list of vacant lots
side.

choose the
U THI

for sale on both east and west

INSTRUMENT

Of OUACtTV

.

At

CL1AN

A

Whilo money is tight and lot are
cheap, now is the time to select your
building sit?, and while you can get
&
Bell
Land
bcrgbins. Stewart

I

L4K.

ttt

Tharc will be a regular meeting of
the Eastern Star Monday, December
2th, at which time officers for the
nsuing year will be elected. All
members are urged to attend this
meeting.

This superb phonograph is purchased not merely for a day or a holiday week, but iot years of entertainment and enjoyment. The graceful
elegant design lines of the Sonora
give it a distinctive and remarkably
handsome appearance, and its im-

$2,250 residence for $1,250. Good
four room frume house, well built,
est front, good garage, gocd loca
tion on east side. Owner forced to
ltc
sell.
Stewart & Bell Land Co,

portant features of construction
are equalled by those of no other

Mr. J. W. Cfcannnn of Gtrman,
Oklahoma has just bought through
the Stewart & Bell Land Co., the H.
D. Reeves business property on South
Main Street, also a good residence on
ltc
the east side.

phonograph i
A complete and matchless Una of
upright and period models te available at prices from $75 to $1600.

Mrs. Dixie Owen, the "New Mexico
Dynamo," president of the Clara Barton Memorial Association, accompanied' by her secretary, Miss Mary L.
Carroll, of Ft. Smith, Ark., will leave
Clovis for Washington, D. C, early
in January to meet with the National
Red Cross officials in the interest of
the Clara Barton College to be located at Clovis. These ladica will call
on President and Mrs. Harding, also
and Mrs. Wilson while
in Washington.

Denhof Jewelry Co.
y

.,

,

1

I

HP-

Present

ltc

Co.

Tht Highft Clou Talking Maehin in tht World

Dr. Warrlner has patients that will
he glad to tell you what he did for
them in caws of appendicitis, pneu
monia', flu, lhumatism,. female trou
bios, inactive liver, kidney trouble
and many other conditions, so if your
trouble is not mentioned above do
not think I cannot help you but come
and let me examine you, that is free
Office
and you may be benefitted.
118'., South Main Street

THAT WILL PLEASE

s

m

Christmas Bells Do they jingle pleasantly
or jangle your nerves?
That depends on how you handle the Christy
mas question. Simplify it; select useful
gifts that are in good taste.

Nocturne

...
b

1

a:

mmfSf

inn
'

rr

-

--

mrr

'

.i
,.

'

Ragular Communication.
A. M.
A. F.
Ntxt Tu.iday Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

-

m

v

Novelties in Clothing Accessories
Ties, Smoking Jackets, a pair of Pajamas, a Bath Robe. There are sweat-

ers, Mufflers, Silk Shirts, Etc.
nice Suit or Overcoat.
Simplify-Ma-

ke

Also a
;

it a Merry Christmas

for yourself
m

Mrs. C. A. Scheurich returned this
week from a visit to Santa Fe.

.

ii

PHON;258
If You Are Looking for HIM a Present Visit Us
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FOR THil FAMILY
Cuimiiuiiity giving luis become an
established custom. (.'oniliiiic your
purses and
something of practi-'ii- l
value and lasting ileasure.
.

1
1 1

'

Brunswick Phonograph
$65.00 to $300.00
(Sold on Easy Payments)
VictroL.
$25.00 to $250.00
(Sold on Easy Payments)
Bruntwick and Victor Records
85c to $2.75
Weitinghoute Electric
$12.50
Thor Electric Washing
Machine
$140.00 to $190.00
(Sold on Easy Payments)
Hoover or America Electric
Sweepers
$..50.00 to $68.00
(Sold on Easy Payments)
Electric Ranges
$85.00 to $200.00
(Sold on Easy Payments)
Electric Lighting Fixture
...$4.50 to $40.00

1 1

Hter

FOR THE YOUNG MAN
Tennis Racket
Automobile Accessories
Gymnasium Exercisers
Punching Bags
Football Togs

...

.

Boxing Cloves
Desk Lamps

$3.00 to $10.00
50c to $10.00
$4.50
$7.50 to $13.50
S0c to $15.00
$5.00 to $11.00
$7.50 to $15.00

FOR HUSBAND OR FATHER

Bed Warming Pad
Immersion Water Heater
Bed Room Lamp
Electric Disc Stove
Flash Light
Electric Health Vibrator
Medical Electric Apparatus

FOR THE LITTLE GIRL
Vacuum Sweepers
.

$9.00
$7.28
$8.00 to $12.80
$10.00
$1.00 to $3.00

Toy
60c
Children' Phonograph Record
88c to $1.00
Knit Doll
$2.00
Educational Muiic Book
.
..$1.00
Christmas Tree Decorative Lamp
Set
$4.00 to $6.00
Household Toy
.
28c to $3.00

...$17.80
$8.80

SPENCER ELECTRIC CO.
iirrnxrignxriiirrrrcrtrr

"VAMPS" WHO
MADE HISTORY

!

BLACKTOWER

BULLETIN

By JAMES C. YOUNG.

ANNOUNCE A FREE LECTURE
Friday

On

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
By
MRS. BLANCHE K. CORBY
Of Los Angeles, California
Member of tha board of Lectureship

and Saturday

were

windy with us but ut present
so windy.
Rev. Hatfield filled his
appointment at thin place

it

quite!

1(0

is not1
I

reglulur'

Sunday
morning and also Sunday evening.
The small number which attended
of the Mother Church
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, the party given by Mr. and Mrs.!
Adams, reported a fine time.
in Boston Mass.
School is progressing nicely under
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 11th,
i
Misers Clelln and Altu Hudson.
1921, 3 P. M.
Quite 0 few have been on the sick
Olympic Theatre
list this past week but we hope that'
liny are doing nicely.
Cordially Invited
The young people of this place
were entertained by Misses Hudson
Everyone reportd a
last Sundays
nice time.
Havener played a basket ball game
WEST ci I
with us last Thursday afternoon. We
lost but you had better look out for
we will win yet. The score of the
DUILXWINU
first game was 10 to 13 in favor of
Havener, and a tie was made in the
CONTRACTOR
last game.,
Remember next Sundhy is Bro.
Court Houses, Schokl Buildings, Wilmon's day to preach, Everybody
Hotel and Other Publlic Building come and bring someone with you.
Everybody welcome.
.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. McGee and Miss
Year of experience in oracling Stevens of Havener attendtd church
public building.
at this place Sunday.
Shorty.
Construction Work of sll kind.
When you want that printing In a
See me at Reidora HotelL Phono 138
hurry, phone 97.
j

n

3

vhite

'riTii rTT

Oiir Prices Are
Right
We are selling choice, meats at

the following prices:
including steak, Roast
mid Stew Meat per lb. 5c to 20fl
Pork at per lb. from 20c to 25c

Hoof,

20c to 45c

Bacon, per lb

to 31c
Fish every Wednesday, at

Cured Ham,

per lb.

27C

25C

per lb
Oysters in Scnlshipt cans

per pint

at
55c

The Famous Market
Monroe & Sanders, Props.

Phone

$2.00 to $10.00
$8.00 to $15.00
$8.00 to $11.00
$1.78 to $2.00
80c to $8.00
25c to $2.00
'

Canyon, Texas

:

Foot Balls
Electric Train
Boxmg Clove
Indoor Basa Ball
Foot Ball Tog
Mechanical Toy .!

FOR THE INVALID

First Church of Christ

u:

FOR THE BOY

1
Desk Lamps
$7.80 to $15.00
Victrolas
$25.00 to $250.00
(Sold on Easy Payments)
Brunswick Phonograph
$68.00 to $300.00
(Sold on Easy Payments)
Electric Lantern
$4.00 to $7.00
Automobile Accessories
. ..50c to $10.00

irrix:tmrrrrrxr
Scientist

492.

Free City Delivery

FOR MOTHER OR WIFE

Make your selections early. A small deposit will hold
any of the following items for delivery Christmas Eve.

A

by McClurt Nuwspipsr Syndicate.)

LIVING

PICTURE OF BEAUTY.

SOMETIMES we henr of the "baby
distinguished from the
accepted heartbreaker. That description Just Ills (leorgiona, duchess of
Devonshire,

born In 1757, and the sub-

ject of one of the most famous pictures In the world. It was painted by
Thomas tialnslmrouKh when she was
twenty-seveand Iuuiks lu the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
Tliu duchess wus wed at seventeeu,
and by her twentieth year bad become
n

the reigning queen of London society.
She soon was noted for her taste in
dress and was one of the first Knglisb
women who ever had the courage to
question I'arls fushlons, setting a few
of her own,
The leading men of the day gathered
around her, among them Sheridan, the
playwright, and For, the politician,
She had especial favor for these two,
ana wnen r ox was tiara pressed in an
election she went about the London
streets soliciting votes for him, which
caused much talk.- The duchess did
not seem to care. Her beauty was a
ready persuader. One day a butcher,
bolder than the KJt, offered to sell
bis vote for a kiss, which she promptly paid, and thereby gave rise to some
famous lines about a butcher and a
fox and a duchess.
"I could light my pipe at her eyes,"
said one gallant Irishman, who loved
her, with a host of others. Georgluna
was ever the "baby vump," and In her
blithesome way succeeded In obtaining a large measure of political power,
which she used to benefit Fox. She
also wrote a number of poems, all of
them having a pretty sentiment, and
some of them almost childish In tone.
They prove again that she was a "baby
vamp," but a very iweet sort of person, writing about tho brooks and flowers and Prince Charmlngs who ran
Of course, she
away with maidens.
did not mention the maidens, such as
herself, who ran off with the princes.
The duchess' life was a placid
stream, Into which serious trouble
never entered. She continued to be a
beauty up to the time of her death, at
forty-ninliving neither too little nor
too long. i'he world treated her kindly, standing aside like spectators at
play, to watch her pretty pranks.

6.95 to $8.50
Electric Iron.
$7.50 to $8.60
Electric Toasters
$13.50 to $35.00
Electric Percolators
$7.50 to $12.50
Electric Grills
$3.00 to $50.00
Table and Floor Lamps
$35.00 to $110.00
Electric Sewing Machine
(Convenient Terms if Desired.)
$25.00 to $250.00
Victrolas
(Convenient Terms if Desired.)
$68.00 to $300.00
Brunswick Phonograph
(Convenient Terms if Desired.)
Phonograph Records
85c to $2.78
Hoover or America Electric
Sweeper
$50.00 to $65.00
(Convenient Terms if Desired.)
Thor Washing Machines
$140.00 to $190.00
(Convenient Terms if Desired.)
Electric Range
$68.00 to $200.00

FOR THE YOUNG LADY
Electric Curling Iron
Electric Hair Waver
Electric Hair Dryer
Manage Vibrator
J
Toaster Stomas
Sugar and Cream sets
Percolators and Tray
Electric Chafing Dishe
Electric Grill
Traveling Set

DO YOU WANT A PIANO
removes matter which you never
thought waa In your system and which
OR PLAYER? LOOK AT
THESE BIG BARGAINS nothing else can dislodge. One nun
report it is unbelievable the awful
brought out.
To show you the kind of values you impurities Adler-i-k- a
may expect at
(Adv.) 'I'i
we Southwestern Drug Co.
offer u piano and a player piuno
which we have near Clovis, at prices
that will astonish you.
The piuno
RANCHVALE RUMORS
goes for a down payment of $15, and
the playir for a down payment of
25. Balance utmost like rent.
Dee McLoun has returned to Ins
Both of these instruments arc of
the latest models, and just u.i good home ut Iiollene on account of sickas new. They are of well known make ness.
Mrs. J. A. Mutlock is sulTering wiui
aiul the best quality. Either will give
you a lifetime of artistic service, und typhoid fever. They huve
u nurse
with her.
both are backed by
ll
Buchanan's thresher broke down
Ciiarantee which insures satisfaction,
it would be foolish for anyone to con- last week and laid them up for repairs
sider buying unknown mail order in- for a few days but his thresher is
struments when real values like these going again.
Lee Guu has taken over the JimiUr
lire to be had for less money. Write
work at the shcool house now.
today for full particalurs.
V. Tate's family ure entertaining
Mirjic Co.
The
the chicken-pox- .
Largest, in the West.
Dale Casey is expected home this
j
Denver Colo.
week.
j
The sewing circle met at the home
DOES IT PAY TO WORRY
ABOUT APPENDICITIS T of Claud Steed this week to lew fur
Mn. Steed.
Can appendicitis
be
guarded
In the disarmament program woj
against? Yes, by preventing inUstin-nave Tailed to see any mention of
infection. The intestinal antescntic.
rolling pins. Lacrosse (Wush.) Clip
Adler-i-kacts on BOTH upper and!
per.
lower bowel removing ALL fooL decaying matter which might start inAll the world needs in this crisis is
fection.
EXCELLENT for gas on a little common sense, but where'a it
stomach or chronic constipation. It going to get It. Ohio State Journal.

$4.00 to $7.28
$10.00
$20.00
$5.00
$6.80
$6.50 to $12.50
$10.00 to $25.00
$20.00
$7.50 to $12.50
$8.50

COMING

Knight-Cumpbqll'- s,

liJ jpJ fff f,f
ACNCj fls'RtS

BIG FIRMS NOW PRINT
OWN POSTAGE STAMPS
Have you received a piece of "me'
tered mail" yet? You are certain to
beforo long, for the newly invented
postage meter is being adopted by
many large concerns to speed up their
outgoing mail.
It will postmark
stamp, seal, count and slack mail at
one operut'on, and at a rate of forty
pieces a second.
Instead of using postage stamps,
tha machine prints the date, the time,
and "Postage P'aid" on the envelope,
using) ink of the color of the stamp
green for one cent, red for two cent,
und so on.
Yes, but how Is the" government
sure it is being paid if no stamps are
used on the letters and parcels?
Tho meter attached to fhe machine
is taken to the postoffice, A payment
is made, and the clerk unlocks the
meter with a key in his possession. He
acts it to print aa many "Postage
Paid" lines as you have purchased
stamps and no more. After the last
impression the meter locks and must
be taken to the postofice again.

VAIXNTINC

or ntpUt the Sheik
climbed: th hilrony to
bedroom which over
looked die Sahara Jesert. Her
.kv.;"t J revolver l.iy upon the
das, inn table. Silently the Sheik
tinj'i'cJ ;!ie tiny weapon of in
cirtridec and depuncu in the
lirt light of d.wti.
Thi Is one of the gripping
teenvj In thnt great Parumount
picture "The Slieik". A photoplay of pauionate Lve against
desert background.

;

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

RCDOtPH

VT rfcaj

Knight-Campbe-
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L
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Jit's

a tynrtimount picture
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Wednesday & Thursday
December 14 and 15

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
FORD TON TRUCK CUTS DELIVERY COSTS
The Ford One-To- n
Truck has cut "delivery costs" for thousands of business houses, farmers, factories, corporations, etc.
Thousands of owners attest to its economy cf operation and maintenance. They call the Ford a real " necessity in their business.
Ask us for a copy of the "F.ord a Business Utility." Read what
pleased owners say. It will cost you nothing.
Built of tough steel with the evef dependable Ford

tor transmitting power to the

mo-

with
demountable rims and pneumatic' tires, front and rear, together
.with the mechanical simplicity, have helped to give the Ford Ton
Truck the lowest possible operating and maintenance cost. It is
the lowest priced one-to- n
motor truck on the market. Add to these
e
practical menits our1
organization, which insures
every truck owner of genuine Ford parts and skilled Ford mechanics, so that the Ford Truck need never be out of service.
To sum up: Serviceability, flexibility, power, durability,
lowest first operating costs, service, all together, are the Ford
qualities which cut down expense and will help you cut your
"delivery costs."
aluminum-bronz- e

worm-driv-

e,

after-servic-

JONES & LINDLEY, Operating Highway Garage

SECOND SECTION

OLDEST ESTABLISHED PAPER IN CURRY COUNTY
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1921.

SIXTEEN PAGES

VOL. IS, NUMBER 24.

Nutrition Report
on Rural Schools

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

CO GETTERS ENTERTAIN.

THE CIVIC CLUB.

The "Go Getter" class, consisting
of intermediate boys 13 years old of
the Baptist Sunday Schoql, entertained the senior intermediate boys'
class at the home of their teacher, E.
C. Hollinger, on East Grand Ave.,
Wednesday evening. An enjoyable
evening was spent with games and

The Civic Club met in rcgulur session lust Monday afternoon at the
Lyceum parlors. Several new mem-be- n
were welcomed into the club and
after a short business session, the

SIXTEEN PAGES

$2.00

PfR

YEAR

was well received and the iniperso
nutcrs made a hit.
Aunt Caroline and Topsy made
much merriment for the audience and
the boys of the Christian Church, in
The Clovis Camp of Woodmen of
the beautiful flag song, were enthusithe World at a meeting held Monday
astically received.
night elected the following officers
to serve during the coming year:
T. A. Peter, Council Commander.
USE SLOAN'S TO
J. P. Walker, Advisor Lieutenant.
Sam Jones, Clerk.
WARD OFF
F. E. Tcaguee, Banker.
aches grow into big p.iina
LITTLE warded oil by an applicaD. O. Davis, Escort.
Rheumatism,
tion of Sloan's.
Dr. C. L. McClcllan, Physician.
neuralgia, stiff joints, lame back won't
O. C. Martin, Watchman.
fight long against Sloan's Liniment.
A. Moss, Sentry.
For more than forty years Sloan's
Liniment has helped thousands, the
C. R. Daniels, J. R. Sorrows and J,
world over. You won't be an excepE. Yoder, auditors.
The first three
tion. It certainly docs produce results.
named are holdovers.
( penetrates without rubbing. Keep
this old family friend aljrayi handy
CLARA BARTON PROGRAM
lot instant use. Ask your neighbor.
WAS GREATLY ENJOYED
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

Woodmen Select

Officers for Camp

On Wednesday, November 30th,
of the Mrs. Steed, Mrs. Durand and Miss
The Board of Director
Chamber of Commerce held their reg- Newell went to the Ranchvale Bchool
election of officers for tho coming
ular meeting on Tuesday morning, to weigh and measure the children.'
year followed. Those elected werei
December the 6th, at the Chamber It would seem, at first thought, that
President Mrs. C. E. Smycr.
ofof Commerce with the following
children in the country would natur "eats."
Mrs. W. W. Mayes
W. I. ally be in better physical condition
ficer and director present:
The two Sunday school classes comMrs. Jas. A. Hall.
2nd
Luikart, President; W. B. Cramer, C. than those in town, but facts do not
pleted a contest for attendance the
W. Harrison, Miss L. E. Kendall, W. always prove this to be the case. How
Secretary Mrs. Milton Brown.
in
senior
and
December
the
of
first
H. Bowman, A. B. Austin, E. L. Man-so- n ever, the children in this particular
Treasurer Mrs. Jeff Hightower.
(
termediate class, led by their teacher,
and A. Mandell, Directors and D. community have a smaller percentage
Boppen
Mrs.
Parliamentarian
Boone, were the champions.
Daniel
W. Jones, Secretary.
underweight than any school that has
meyer.
The entertainment given by the Go
Auditor Mrs. Cassel.
R. N. Downie, C. L. Tennison and been visited up to date.
Getters was the prize for the contest.
MelroBe
Press Reporter Mrs. E. M. Chap
Rsnchva.lt.
W. H. Graham representing
27 were
109 children weighed.
met with the directors. The meeting
Let Cornell refinish your auto, man.
was addressed by Mr. Tennison, Mr. normal or slightly underweight, 31 This it a good time to have it
You will have less motor trouble
Cramer, Mr. Bowman, Mr. Luikart, were overweight, 13 were under 7
done..
if you use Sinclair Motor Oils. Tate's
and Mr. Harrison. On motion, the underweight, 38 were over 7
president appointed a committee comA year's subscription to the News Garage, west of court house on high
10-tc
of the will be a present for the entire fam way.
posed of C. W. Harrison, W. B. CramThis means that 38, or
The Clara Barton Memorial pro
er, and D. W. Jones to work with the total number would be classed as mal ily. Subscribe now.
We will appreciate part of your gram at the high school last Friday
Melrose citizens on freight rates and nourished. The children learned
fPai'n'sl
Willmon Bros. night was greeted by a large and ap
Siji tho oil paintings at the Optical grocery business.
other matters of community interest. some new things about food values
enemy
preciative audience.
Each number
Free delivery. Phone 481.
The form of an agreement with and are going to see how much they Shop. Going now at half price.
d
month.
one
can gain in
the directors of the Frances E.
Texico.
Industrial School for Girls was
Thursday and Friday, the 1st and'
read relative to the site and bonus
offered by Clovis for the location of 2nd of December, the Texico school
The agreement, was visited.
tliut school here.
49
after receiving careful consideration,
217 children were weighed.
was approved and the president and Wire normal, 41 were overweight, 15
secretary were directed and empow were under 7','r underweight, 112,
ered to sign funic and deliver to Chas. were over 7'1 underweight.
Scheurich of the committee in charge
Here we have 51';; of the children'
sVM!Wlg!BUKW'a"fWW
group. In Texof securing the site and raising the in the
in
bonus,
ico tlu High School students were
.
.
IV 1L
mat IInc
sucll good pnysiciu conci.uon
MEN NEVER THINK THEY ARE HARD TO BUY PRESENTS FOR. ASKED FOR SUGPRESSING CLUB.
school.1
of
the
average
brought up the
LIST-SOC- KS,
GLOVES,
GESTIONS, THEY WILL HARK BACK TO THE OLD SURE-FIRNot including the High School, there
We have organized a prrs:ini: dub were iiO'.i of the children in the lust
WHEN
DO
CAN
YOU
BETTER?
AND
ALL
AFTER
HANDKERCHIEFS, NECKTIES, SHIRTS
and lire prepared to do yuur I'kvtmng group.
DISTINGUISHED BY THE QUALITY MARK, ALWAYS DISCERNIBLE IN THE STORE'S ASuud pressing '.n u most su'. 'sfuctory
Bdlview.
SORTMENTS OF ACCESSORIES, THE GIFT IS CERTAIN TO WIN FAVOR NO MATTER
limine".
Monday, December 5th, the Bell- Experienced workmen.
view school was visitid.
HOW MANY OTHERS A MAN MAY OWN.
3 were,
l!ll) pupils were weighed.
Work culled for and delivered.
normal, 19 were overweight, 37 were
Ladies' work a specialty.
Speciul rates to club members.
under 7r, underweight, 80 wore over
lr;, underweight.
M113. TOHN LU1KAUT.
Here there were 60'r in the mal
and MRS. H. BELL."
nourished group. A good many of
these boys and girls said they did not
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
drink milk and did drink tea and
Those are (I loves
Pride in appearance increases youthful
In future Sunday services only will coffee.
store.
MandelPs
Moyt
over
in
hall
held
be
morale. Self respect and self confidence
For the man who is
Tuesday, December 6th, the Moye
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Preaching
follow naturally, and a better social status.
particular about the
at 11:00 a. m. Young peoples' meet school was visited.
5
This special Christmas collection is made up
Evangelistic
weighed.
were
ing fl :30 n. m.
services
32 children were
quality as well as apnormal, 1 was overweight, 6 were
7:30 p. m.
of good apparel, gifts
the boys will appearance. The assortunder 7 underweight, 20 were over
W. H. HARDIN, Pastor.
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of.
proud
and
preciate
Clothes with an
7rr underweight.
includes
ment
various
under-nout&
of
r
air distinction and unmistakable quality.
Lenses Broken? Bring them
This makes 63 in the
leathers and shades,
The Optical Shop. Duplicated while ished group. Here the twelve pupils
you wait.
I
in the upper grades were all In this
unmistakably correct
whether his
group and the lower grades brought
in every detail of conShort orders and regular meals at up the average.
rercoat is to
the White Rose Cafe on Grand
struction and finish.
be a gift or not,
The children are all enthusiastic
Avenue.
about gaining and they will be weighthis Sale comed again in a month by either Miss
mands your inNewell or Mrs. Durand.
terest.
Here
Mrs. Durand, who is always anxicoats
of
the
are
in
girls
Being a mere man he'll probably say
PRIVATE MONEY
ous to serve the boys and
cut
and
smart
Private money to loan. H.
the county, feels that this is an ophe doesn't need any Slippers, the old ones
s e v i c e able
4 G. Springfield. Clovis. N. M. 122 4 portunity to prove what a hot dish
are all right. You happen to know, howfor the school lunch will do and she
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quality
all
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ever,
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Acceptable Gifts for Men and Boys

In the Apparel Section are Wise
Gifts for Boys

Men's Gloves of the Finer
Qualities

that

goys Overcoats in
Christmas

Of Course He'll Like Slippers

Selling

r
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VALENTINO

AT first the lovely English girl
hate J the bron:cd Arab chief
who had captured her in the desert i then as she sees his tyranny
over a hundred tribes, hate turns
to fear, and fear to fascination.
The Sheik is determined to make
her love him. Docs be succeed?
That is the plot of ttvls wonder
ful Paramount picture.

Wednesday & Thursday
December 14 and 15

comed

RUTH LOSES $3,363 FOR
TOUR

Chicago. Babe Ruth's share of the
world's series profits in 1921 were
declared forfeited and Ruth himself
suspended Until May 20, 1922, by
Commissioner K. M. Landis in a decision today, fixing punishment for
the New York Yankee ballplayer for
participating in a post season barnstorming tour.
Ruth mny apply for reinstatement
on Mny 20 or within 10'dnys after
thnt date, Commissioner Landis said.
The 1922 baseball season starts
about the middle of April, so that
Ruth will be prevented from participating in baseball for at least one
month next season.
Pill Pierce, New York American
pitcher, and Bob Meusel, the Yankee
right fielder, were hiuul"d the same
punishment by Commissioner Landis.
They participated in the trip with
Ruth. The trio started out from New
York City, playing several dates In
New York state, but the trip was
called off after they had been warned
that they were violating the rules of
orgnnized baseball.
Ruth's share in the 1921 world
series amountid to $3,363.26, which
he will lose by the Landis decision
today. Mcusel's share was the same
while Plercy received $100 less than
his two team mates.

if it chance to be from among those

present in this distinguished holiday
per gathering.

slip-

Neckties for the Well Dressed

Man
ell chosen assortments
grouped with a view to

harmonizing with your
You'll
various Suits.
)ni especially taken with
some very toppy new
numbers, extra
wide and extra long, in
v
and
smart
and diagonal chccksstripcs.

lro-uadi- ne

hlack-and-gra-

black-and-whi-

te

Also in solid colors.

a p p r e c i ably
lower than you
have, seen for
weeks. Styles
and materials
are varied
to give
individual i ty
full play.,

V
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swiiXMvniui

The Boy's Christmas Sweater
Put it there under the Christmas tree
where he can't miss it when he comes tearing down the stairs in three bounds. A
Sweater is one of tlv things he just has to
have to make him hap(y. 1 lis favorite stylo
and his pet color are included in the holiday
assortment, specially priced.

MANDEL
THE STORE OF QUALITY

.''a-

-
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Presents Marshal
Foch has Received
A collection of gift ranging from
a Montana wildcat to a jar of beauty
cream will be taken back to France
by Marshal Foch when he sails from
New York December 14 on the liner
Paris, acording to members of the
American Legion party who have the
generallissimo on a tour of the United
States.
An incomplete inventory of the
Marshal' presents, made before he
started for the West where a motley
collection of new souvenirs awaits
tim, includes Theodora, the wild bobcat; a scorpion imbedded in glass;
gold flower bowl from the Iron and
Steel Institute; White River pearl
scarf pin from Arkansas; game

rooster from Sedalia, Mo., as an emblem of France; medals by the score,
received from practically every city
he has visited; Ogllala Indian pipe;
minature Boy Scout statue, pot of
beauty cream from Detroit;
three
gold swords; Indian war club from
Boy Scouts; gold Distinguished Service medal presented by the Legion;
box of corncob pipes from Missouri;
scores of books of every description
and numerous gifts of flowers which
he has turned over to hospitals along
his route.
Mr. Farmer, you will have less
trouble with your tractor if you use
Sinclair special tractor oil. Tate's
oarage, west of Lourt House on
Highway.

Wanted

Good,

clean cotton rags

at the News Office.

ltc

Hall Mattress Co.
201 WEST GRAND AVENUE

We invito you to call and see how our beds are
made. We use lmtliiii
hut pure, fluffy staple
loujiht direct from the cottn fanner. Made by the

latest improved machinery and finished by expert
workmen. We guarantee our product 'to give satisfaction in every respect.

MINE BOSS SAYS

Ask .For

HE WAS HELPLESS
ARIZONA

MAN
WAS SIMPLY
AND OUT AND COULD
NOT EVEN MOVE HIMSELF
DOWN

FEELS FINE NOW.

Red Star F

Harry E. Scott, a well known mine
boss, whose address in Box 683,
Tombstone, Ariz., writes:
"I was down and out nearly all the
time with rheumatism and finally got
to where I couldn t move, even to
feed myself.
My wife thought I
never would get well again, and she
knew my condition better than any- one else.
"I was absolutely helpless when my
wife startod giving me Tanlac and in
four days I ate a hearty meal for the
first time in many months. Tanlac
put me on my feet and I'm back on
the job working hard and feeling just
fine. I have rained eighteen sounds
in weight, too."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Southwestern Drue Company and by lead
ing druggists everywhere.
(Adv.

Your merchant maybe out of Sunlight flour
as we are not making flour now on account
of new improvements being made at the
mill, and if he is try a sack of Red Star flour.
IT IS HIGH GRADE FLOUR

CONGRESS TO ASK
FOR $4,000,000,000
Washington, D. C. When Congress met December 5th, it was
asked to appropriate approximately
$4,000,000,000 for operation of the
Government during the fiscal year
which begins July 1, 1922.
This sum is, roughly, about
less than will be spent
during the current year. But :i is
four times as great as the outluy in

and

YOU WILL LIKE IT

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.
t

WE WANT YOUR GRAIN
Clovis, New Mexico

t
M

Every child who saw "Chew Chtv"umc labeled "Ancient History," don't
pump coffee out of a boy's arm and be misled into believing he has been
The correct number of beans in our ucssin
saw his muscles grow as a result of delving into the story of Alexander
debt alone,
drinking milk w.ll surely have a the (lit at or Nero or Horatious at the
contest last week was i:!,7i:. Mrs. Ona Actiff won coupled with the sinking fund requir-- j
guilty fueling every time he thinks of Bridge. It may be ancient, the stuff
the mattress by uuessin 1:5,G."j4, the nearest correct
ments, accounts for $1,000,000,000.1
drinking
coffee. Mabel
Webber, he's carving, yet it isn't histurv.
of the increase. Hundreds of millions X
number.
Home Demonstration Agent, Monte More than likely within the "covers"
are necessary for soldier relief, theij By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
sano, Wash.
of the book is a quantity of liquid
County Club Leader
mil.tary
cstublishemnts
require
that has become rare since the
greater sums, and other hundreds of
h
Let us remake that old bed. We manufacture
!
"ANCIENT HISTORY" NOW
amendment went into effect.
millions will go for "cleaning up"
any size bed you want. See us.
Mrs. Claude Byers of Ranchvale
MADE HOOCH CARRIER
Enterprising manufacturers have
war obligations.
community was an office caller last
recently placed on the market "bottle
Economy is Expected.
you
If
obseive
looking
a
studious
hooks" which carry a quart bottle of
Both executive and legislative week.
youth carrying under his arm what is
booze.
branches look farward
to greater
apparently
a
red
volleather
bound
Mrl, Whitncr visited at the office
with the
j economies .n connection
appropriations than have been pos- of the club agent last week. She has a
sible in many years. The old hap- new pressure cooker and a preparing
hazard method., of fubmitiing esti- to can meats for home use.
j
mates has bc.-- replaced by the bud
Mr.
M.
J.
Heinz
Texico
in
of
was
get system, which, for tho first time
Across the street from A. B. Austin & Company
will be in operation.
Further the ,ne ff'ce last week. He is planning
legislative machinery in Congress,0" having some extra well bred gilts
for sale early in April. Any of the
itself has been overhauls!
Heretofore the estimates for sd- elub Dy who know his stock and
propriations have been an unscitn- - want t0 Ket orders in early had bet
tific compilation, with every bureau ter writ t0 him.
and agency striving to get all it could.
Milk
Better Milk.
J No effort was made to pare down the An"More
aggressive and successful milk
requests except in committee in Con- igress. This was slow and difficult, campaitrn was put on lor one week.
,
.
.
.
i
i. siure ....
win- ana oitentimes resulted in nacKing - .k
hiict, t, khuui,
dows,
on
restaurant
tables, even
1 and si: shing instead of business like
along the roadsides the slogan "More
pruning.
Now, however, the estimate! pass Milk Better Milk" stood out above
Offices: Clovis
through the Bureau of the Budget H else. During the week 7,029
Las
where they are subjected to rigid school children were reached with the
X
scrutiny and revised and altered in milky way to health message. Every
,the interests of economy. The total speaker took a aurvey of each room
.,(.
J amounts, in addition, are examined visited. Of this number of children
X
found that 1,134 drink no
J with relation to expected income and it
X
anl cities drink three glasses X
t
recommendations are md for
taining additional revenue or utiliz- - Only thirty per cent of the rural
children drink three glasses of milk
J ling prospective surpluses.
The committee of the House, where daily, while, according to the survey,
cent of the children in the
4 all appropriation bills originate, have ,J
cities dring three glasses
reorganized. Tho one big Ei'd-- , towns
been
alget Committee, created last session, of millt daily. The number of child- We have served the public in the restaurant busiwill remain, with all bills passing run wno promised to talk for five
ness in Clovis for many years and we make our
through its hands.
In
addition, minutes about milk at their evening
service
was
worth 100 per cent on the dollar. We make
meal
5,443.
twelve subcommittees have been orSeveral Women's- clubs, Parent-Teachganized, each one of which will have
feel
you
at home and feed you well. Try our service.
Associations and Granges
supervision of one of the major supgave a part of their time to the subply bills.
ject. "Chew Chew," the Health
Bills to b Different.
The bills themselves will be differ- Clown, brought the message of milk
Alj expenditures of whatever to the school children in a different
ent.
sort to be made by a department will way that appealed to the youngsters
be included in a single bill, where be- and cannot but have a lasting effect
fore appropriations for one department were scattered through several
measures, making it difficult to ascertain the total amount. Each
men t will have a bill, and there
will be one for the independent offices which are directly under the
President and not attached to the deThat is the word that he speaks when he comes
partments. The sundry civil bill which
back from work at night. Who is he!
is one of
waa a collection of all sorts of approthe vertebrae of this nation.
priations bearing no relation to each
is the man who
other, will be abandoned, as will the
OWNS HIS OWTN HOME.
legislative, executive and Judicial bill,
It may be but a cottage; it may be hidden almost
largely carried salaries for all
which
behind shrubs, vines, flowers (all the better if it is);
executive branches.
it may be ever so humble but it is HIS-al- l his.
Estimate for the naval establish;
ment will be submitted as usual, but
"THAT'S MY HOME"
they will be shelved until after the
conference on armament is ended.
Can you conceive the world of affection and
X

pre-w-

.veal's.
Interest on the war

Boys' and Girls' t
Club Corner

j

I
f

eight-e-nt-

Hall Mattress Co.

If

New Mexico Construction Company ;

t4;

PAVING CONTRACTORS

-

VVARRENITE

yourwwant a aood fat

....

hen, frying chickens, fresh
eggs or turkeys

,

I-

- BITUL1TIIIC

!..:...

General Offices Albuqurque

Branch

you will find them at the
Moss Produce Company, west of
I A. B. Austin grocery store. Our
chickens are fed only clean feed
and'our pens are sanitary and
I
ways clean. Phone 84.

and

Vegas

i

ob-j-

A Good Meal

t

t
i
t

-
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Moss Produce Co.

OGG & BOSS CAFE

That' My Home
lie

The Union Mortgage Co.

lie

emotion that plays around that expression
That
man will be no Bolshevik, no insurrecto, no red, no
flaming anarchist. That man will be a sober and
substantial citizen. He will weight all questions carefully from the focus of that little home, lie will
tsrikc deep roots into the soil, and it will take a cyclone or a volcanic eruption to tear them up.
BUILD A HOME

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

de-p-

Clovis, New Mexico

We want to figure with you when
you need a farm loan, when you
want to sell, either land or city
property.
When you want to
buy property of any kind. When
you want any kind of insurance.

Is

PROMPT SERVICE OUR MOTTO

Money berk without question
If PUNT'S OUARANTKKD
SKIN DISRASli KKMh.DIhS
(Hunt'iSnlve unci Soap:, mil ,
(he treatment of Itch, Kczemn,
akin dUeaira. Tr
treatment bt our iltk.

(hie

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.

The Union Mortgage Co.
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THE LEAGUE WON'T DOWN.

wammmmmmamm

Again and again the Arma parley
finds itself facing the necessity for
some sort of an organization among
the nations for the preservation of
the peace of the world and for the
enforcement of the agreements under
consideration now in Washington.
Ever since taking office the Hard
ing administration has been shying ai
the League of Nations, but with each
reappearance of the awful countenance of the League the administra
tion leaders seem less and less inclined to stampede.
At the opening of the parley for
the limitation xof armament the
League idea again comes to the forefront. It was pushed aside, but as the
meeting progressed and the proposals
of the American government brought
the meeting to the consideration of
definite program, the question
arose ai to what would be provided to
make the new program function
Mr. Harding again auggested his
association of the powers to supplant
the League and even went into some
details as to what he thought it should

flWiin
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Come on along!
Fill up your makin's

papers with P. A.
Greatest sport you know

to pull out your makin's
papers and some Prince
Albert and roll up a cigarette I That's because P. A.
is So delightfully good and
refreshing in a cigarette-j- ust
like it is in a jimmy
pipe! You never seem to
get your fill
P. A.'s so

joy'usly friendly and
appetizing.

Prince Albert will be a
revelation to your taste ! No
other tobacco at any price is
in its class! And, it rolls up

easily because it's crimp cut
and it stays put
It's the best bet you ever
laid that you'll like Prince
Albert better than any cigarette you ever rolled!
And listen! If you have
a jimmy pipe hankering
by all means know what
Prince Albert can do for
you! It's a revelation in a
pipe as well as in a cigarette! P. A. can't bite or
parch. Both are cut out
by our exclusive patented
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by R. J. Reynold)
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Wife Deserves Much Credit
For Man's Success
A man's health, energy, pep and
enthusiasm depends on the food he
eats.
Therefore, his success in life is
largely in the hands of the cook.
An important qualification of
fine cook ia the ability to select the
best ingredients for preparing the
food
meal. Energizing, health-givin- g
not enly depends on the skill of the
cook but on the quality of the groceries she uses.
To what could this apply more
strongly than flour, the one thing
from which the staff of life is made?
It is to the credit of the wives of the
this section that they are able to
elect the best flour and that accounts for the largest and growing
IMPERIAL
sale of WICHITA'S
FLOUR.
bags.
Packed in
ASK YOUR GROCER

do.

tort to
tippy rmi

frlmtm

process.

mm Albert

VctpevLinedSack

The head of the British delegation
very bluntly raised the question, "We
do not want two leagues, do we?"
The United States alone among the
Allied nations remained out of the
League. Euiope has adopted the
League idea and it trying to make it
function. Some say it will never work,
but if one will not work, how can we
expect any good to be accomplished
by setting up a rival league?
It is not likely that Europe will
scrap the League of Nations simply
to save the political faces of a few
Americans. If the arms parley succeeds some sort of an organization
among the leading nations of the
world is a necessity and it may be accepted almost as a certainty that the
conclusion of the affair will sum
Republican administration accepting
membership in some sort of League
of Nations and quite likely it will be
the one provided for in the Treaty of
Versailles Amarillo News.

dust-pro-

LEACH & COALTER
GROCERY CO.
Clovis, N. M.

MAN WANTED.

Wnnted A man for hard work
HARNESSING LIGHTNING
IS DIFFERENT MATTER and rapid promotion; a man who cun; I
find thingB to be done without lIh
When we wish to speak figurative- help of a manager and three assist-ly of our achievements in electricity, ants.
we are uccustomed to boast that we
A man who gets to work on time
have "tamed the lightning," or some ii the morning and does not imperil
thing of the kind. But in reality we the lives of others in an attempt toj
huve done no such thing. Lightning be the first out of the office at night.
electrical
is a well known natural
A man who is neat in appearance
phenomenon; but the electricity that and does not sulk for an hour's over
we use is urnwn irom anomer source time in emergencies.
it was "tame" to oturt with. To
A man who listens carefully when
catch a lightning discharge and re- he is spoken to and asks only enough
duce its voltage so that it may be questions to insure the accurate car
utilized is a different matter, it may rying out of instructions.
be suggested that the result might
A man who moves quicRIy and al-- i
not be worth the trouble.
ways with as little noise as possible
Ever since Franklin's famous kite about it.
was sent on its flight certain optimisA man who looks you straight in
tic individuals have thought that this the eye and tells the truth every
pretty experiment was the key to un. time.
told power and wealth. The tumult
Groceries, Oil, Gasoline
A man who does net pity himself
caused by a severe thunder storm has for having to work.
evidently led them to believe that vast
A man who is cheerful, courteous
and Coal
quantities of electricity are tumbling to everyone,, and determined to
about in the upper air, and to render "make good."
Windmills, Well Material
these available to man needs only
A man who when he does not know
some method of tapping the Invisible says, "I don't know," and when he
reservoir.
Work Clothes
is asked to do anything says, "1 U
Now, it has been said that the
try."
quantity of electricity taking part in
A man who docs not make the
You are welcome at our store
a flash of lightning could be collected same mistake twice, who is not a
and the'prices are right.
on a thimble; but the handling and
a prig nor a cad, but
restraining of this thimbleful of elec who does the very best he knows how
tricity presents a problem which few with every task entrusted to him.
electrical mglnee-- s would care to unThis man is wanted everywhere.
dertake. It is a great achievement to Age or lack of experience do not
!! use the water of Niagara to drive a
count. There isn't any limit, except
dynamo; but most of us would hesi
his own ambition, to the number or
tate at the thought of employing a the size of the jobs he can get. He is
stream of rifle bullets for the same
wanted in every big business from
purpose.
Maine to California. Ex.
Ten thousand Japanese women
NOTICE OF SALE OF
have signed a petition of peace and PERSONAL PROPERTY UNDER
Clovis, Havener and Farwell
was
Harding.
It
sent it to President
DECREE OF FORECLOSURE
carried to Washington by Mrs. Ya- jima, who is ninety years old.
Notice is hereby given that under
and by virtue of the authority conferred on me by a judgment and decree
of the District Court of Curry County,
New Mexico, rendered on December
3, 1921, In favor of plaintiff and
against the defendant for $1,600.45
and costs of suit, in the case of the
First National Bank of Clovis, New
-At The- Mexico, plaintiff, against W. C. Alexander, defendant, being numbered
1822 on the docket of suid court, ordering and directing me as speciul
commissioner, to sell at public auction
to pay said judgment and costs of
suit, a certain Coleman tractor No.
1189, I will on January 2, 1922, at
the hour of 9 o'clock a. m., at the
south door of the Court House in the
City of Clovis, County and State
aforesaid, sell at public auction to
the highest bidder for cash in hand,
the said Coleman tractor above described, for the purposes of paying
the said Judgment and costs of suit.
Dated at Clovis, New Mexico, this
December 3, 1921.
W. H. SULLIVAN,
Special Commissioner
WEST GRAND AVENUE
Walter W. Mayes,
Plaintiff's Attorney.
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Undertaking Co.
208210212

and 214 South Main Street

Careful, painstaking care in every detail

C. V. STEED
'
Licensed Embalmer
In Charge of Undertaking Parlors

iroody-good-

PLAINS BUYING

h SELLING

ASSOCIATION

Stores at

YOU STOOL

EAT
WHITE ROSE CAFE
Very best foods and service at all
times. Prices are reasonable. We
want you to make this your regular
eating place.

WHITE ROSE CAFE

f

Kemp Qtmbgr G)tnpatti

LANE

&

SONS

GRAIN

CO

Implements, Coal and Grain
Our Motto:
"The Trice is The Thing"
See Us Before

Tou Sell

S. W. LANE, Manager

-
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GRAND AVE.
AND
MITCHELL ST.

A. B. AUSTIN &..C0.

GRAND AVE.
AND
MITCHELL ST.

LOCAL MENTION
A beautiful and touching tribute
to the deceased members of the Clo-vElk's Lodge was evidenced in the
memorial service held last Sunday
afternoon at the Lyceum Theatre.
Judge Sam Bratton delivered the memorial address.
ii

f1!

Bring it to
Clock
Stopped?
The Optical Shop, One duy service
on repairing it.

MM

L. E. Callan and family have movMr.
ed back to Clovis from Helen.
Callan is a brakeman and has been
working out of Belen fur several

m

weeks.

t0

Pearl Necklace Broken? Bring it to
The Optical Shop, One day scrv'ce
on repairing it,
c

Saturday, December 10th

Wesley O'Connor, Eminent Grand
Commander of the Knights Templar
of New Mixico, will be in Clovis the
lattT part of the week and will visit
the lodge Friday night. The Knights
will give a banquet in hia honor Friday evening at the Harvey House before the Lodge exercises begin.

Santa Claus was unusually liberal with us thi3 year,
leaving at our store the most wonderful assortment
of toys we have ever seen.

J

And we invite all the boys and girls to come see them,
pick out what you want and write Santa a letter ask-inhim to send them to you for Christmas.

Bring us your shoe repniring. Clovis Shoe Hospital, in new location,
next door to Clovis Barber Shop on
South Main Street.

g

I

CP.

Come early so you can write soon, for Santa's mail
is heavy and of course the first to write will get
the best attention.

J. G. Giwivcs, editor of the Portales
Vulley News, was a Clovis visitor
Mo.. day.
Genuine Round Oak heaters and
Ranges. Get our price before buying.

A. B. AUSTIN & CO.

GRAND AVE.
AND
MITCHELL ST.

Mrs. W. A. Havener returned Saturday from McAlister, Okla., where
she has been for some time at the
Coal Hods, Elbows and Stove
Judge Snm Brr.lton spent two or
bedside of her father who had been
three days in Santa Fe last week plies. Phone 72.
sick for quite a while nnd who died
where h.! served as a member of the
there recntly.
Supieme Court, taking the place of
of the judges who was disqualione
Kindergarten mothers who want
their little ones to go to kindergarten, fied.

Sup-

THESE

WANT AD'S

0

BRING

GRAND AVE.
AND
MITCHELL ST.

COMING

"In

IE

call Mrs. Worrell at 194.

I treat all diseases and disorders of

Walter Mullen, who has been working in the Santa Fe shops here for
everal years, has accepted a like position at Sedalia, Mo.. He is working
there now and his family plans to
join him there soon.

women
and attend confinement
cases Dr. H. R. Gibson.

Fred E. Dennis made a business
trip to Portales Tuesday,

GEORGE MEIFORO

HEOK

Mrs. and Mrs. J. H. Barry and Mrs.
W. H. Duckworth
returned this FOR RENT Modern sleeping room, THE CLOVIS FLORAL CO. Cut
wilh
bath in connection, hot and cold flowers, floral designs, etc. Corner
income tax collector, was in Clovis week from a two week's trip to Elj
ACNES AYRES wfUOOlPH VALENTINO
water.
N.
311
Call
and
Wallace
at
and
Washington
302
North
Wallace
for a few days this week.
tf CM. HUH
Paso.
Street.
Sheldon. Phone 335.
"The Sheik" is an smiting
photoplay which shows you the
FOR SALE OR TRADE 320 acres LOST Pocketbook at Avalon Hotel.
way an Arab chief makes love to
a beautiful English girl he has
of good farm and ranch land. 5C0 WANTED TO TRADE Town prop.
captured. A thousand wild
acre relinquishment adjoining, has
erty in Wichita Falls, Texas for
mounted Bedouins with long
good well and windmill on relinquish- town property in Cloves.
For fur
rifles and flowing robes obey
hit slightest wiih ride through
ment. Want town property or small ther information notify J. R. Decker,
H. E. Petz of Albuquerque, deputy

suburban or country mercantile busi Wichita Falls, rural delivery.
ness. Will take good Ford car with WANTED Good, clean cotton rage
starter as part trade. Address Seck-eItc
at the News Office.
care of the Clovis News.
FOR RENT Bed rooms, modern,
FOR SALE OR RENT four room
steam heat, close in, gentleman prehouse (not modem). Price $1,000. ferred. Mrs. W. H. Shumate, 420
or rent for $18.00 per month. Terms. W. Munroe, phone 225.
Reagan Land Co.
itc
WANTED Woman to do general
1 HAVE
$10,000 worth of land notes
house work. Apply at Farmers
I would trade for Clovis nroncrtv.
State Bank.
Address box 331 or inquire at the
Clovis News office.
LET US REMAKE that old bed. We
manufacture any size bed you
FOR SALE 10 acrt. tract about one
Hall Mattress Co., across the
want.
mile west of court house,
rur street from Austin & Co.
further information address ,)f N.
Lewis, 417 N. Thornton St., Clovis,
FOR RENT Room formerly occu
N. M.
pied by Western Union Telegraph
FOR RENT Four room modern res- Co. in Antlers Hotel building. Ap
idence with garage, plastered and ply to Mrs. Mary Lyons.
stuccoed. Phone 441.
WORK
Switches,
Puffs,
HAIR
Transformations made from combFOR TRADE Good Ford touring
ings. Also have a nice lino of switchcar for cows or good horses. Dr.
es at reduced prices. Mrs. Chrisen-berrL. M. Jordon, 4 miles east and 1
321 N. Connelly.
miles south of Clovis.
Work.
WANTED Your Mattress
KODAK FINISHING
I have op-- n d
made
Old Mattresses
new
for
a kodak finishing and developing
S2.50. New one? for $0.00 to $8.50.
shop upstairs
over the .facia;. ir Feather Mattresses made out of youi
Ladies' Furnishing Store. High Cla s old feather beds. Phone 703. FaWork i prompt service. C. D. Dwight,
mous Mattress Company, opposite
Clovis, N. M.
Baptist Hospital.
HATS CLEANED AND CLOCKED
KINDERGARTEN
Mothers who
First class workmanship. Mrs. N.
want their little one to go to kinA. Harper,
Grand Ave., opposite dergarten,
call Mrs. Worrell at
News office.
194.
r,

,r

Let us figure with
you on your next

t

Grocery Order

mi jTs

Mll
III

I

m

m

m
m
m
m

ro

m.

VI!

I

m
m
m
m We carry in stock the best the market

I

A

affords in staple and fancy groceries.

Fresh Fruits
Fresh Vegetables
Pickles and Olives
and Mince Meat
in bulk

p
l

A

K

X

SSISV- -

A

V)

1

ir

.

Also dates, raisins,
nuts, citron, orange
and lemon peels

S)'
We deliver at Cash and Carry
Prices. Satisfaction Guaranteed

PATTY'S CASH GROCERY
Give Us A Trial

r

FARM WANTED Wanted to heai
Five head of cattle from
from owner of a farm for sale, give STRAYED
my place'lVj miles S. E. of Hav
lowest price,
possession. L Jones,
ener. 2
black steer calves, 1
Box 651, Olney, III.
ltp small red small
striped heifer calf, 1 red
WANTED Car of shelled corn, kaf-fi- r Durham heifer 15 months old, 1 small
or maizo. Write prices f. o. b. white face heifer about 3 years old.
car at Clovis. J. H. Pascell, Dexter, No brands or marks on any of cattle.
N. M.
Please notify E. L. Kempf, Gricr, N.
a.-.-

for fruit calces

m

PRODUCTION

m

M.

DRESSED HOGS I will sell dressed
hogs, either whole or half hog, de CLOVIS TO TUCUMCARI AUTO
Li.Nt,.
livered in Clovis for 124 cents per
Leaves uovis Y:uu a. m.,
lb. Hogs will weigh dressed from arrives Tucumcari 4:30 p. m. Car
100 to 150 lbs. Address Chas. Sorg- - starts from Clovis post office. Waits
and Carman, Contractors.
en, Clovis, N. M.
FOR SALE Lot 4, block 65 and lot IF YOU HAVE THE MONEY and
2, block 73, O. T. A. H. Clinton
need a gun, see me. If you have a
good gun and neod some money, see
Littleton, Colo.
me. Buy, sell or trade guns. Sev80 acres good shallow water irrigable
eral on hand. Fred Murphy.
land close to Portales to trade for
good house and lot. Describe fully WANTED Farm to work on shari,
In first letter.
Box 192, Portales
Address J. F. House, P. O. Rox
New Mexico,
1095, Clovis.

the picture like the wind how
shall iki escape? She sees the
s
dance beneath the
great canopy for hit tultanic
'
pleasure. She Is to become one
of them unlets fate rnlet other
wise. That it the plot of itl
The shiver of Itl
ilave-bride-

Wednesday and
Thursday
December 14 and 15
FOR SALE
Large white Iloosier
kitchen cabinet, iory bed room suite,
William and Mary dining room suite.
r
2
beds, springs, mat
tresses, Come and see Mrs. R. B.
Iloyle, Farwell, Texas, in
V.
V.
Knowles Bungalow.
three-quarte-

Everything is clean and sanitary
White Koso Cafo
on Grand
'
Avenue.

at the

What

bett.--

Christmas present can

yuu give your friend I ving in other states thun a subscription to tho
Clovis News?
It will be a letter
each week from your own county.

"Only One Thing
Breaks My Cold"

THE

relief that Dr. King's Near
Discovery gives from stubborn old
colds, andiOvriishing new ones, grippe
find throat-tor- t
uring coughs has made
)t the standard remedy it is today.
1'i
for fifty years nnd never
more popular than lud.iy. No harmful
driif's.
You will poor, nolire the relief la
loosened phlegm and cased cough.
Always reliaMc, and Rood for the
whole family. 1 1, is a convincing, heal-in- g
taste with all its good medicinal
qualit let. At all

Dr.

Kind's

New Discovery
For Colds

and Coughs

The Results of Constipation

are
rick headaches,
biliousness, sallow
i km, waste matter in the
intestinal
system.
Correet this
mining condition by t iking Dr. King's
Pills. 2ScrnH.
AH dniiMfists.

PROMPT!

WON'T GRIPE

D r.Kinffs Pills
V

.J

A.
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C. L. Tenniaon, R. L. Downic and
Dr. and Mrs, Warriner returned
W. H. Graham of Melrose,
were this week from the mountains near
Clovis visitors Tuesday. They were Magdalena where they
enjoyed a

0

LOCAL MENTION

here meeting the Chamber of
hunting trip.
relative to a better freight rate
Cleve Edgell has returned from
on grain for this section.
Texas, where he has been
Colorado,
Mr.. M. H. Halg returned this week
Safety
Blades. for several months.
Razors
Enders
and
Kansas,
Topeka,
to
after a visit with
her husband here, who has recently
Winchester arms and Ammunition.
been appointed master mechanic of
the Santa Fe shops at Clovis. Mrs.
Haifr will soon join her husband in
Clovis and they will make this place
Mrs. S. W. Parrish of Bellview who
their home.
hns been taking medical treatment
The High School Glee Club that Is
here for the past two weeks, underAn on painung win maKe a nice went an operation at the Baptist hos- - directed by Miss Fischer journeyed
u
out to Pleaaint Hill last Friday eveninnsimas present, ivirg. n. t.
Tuesday,
chelle has some beautiful paintings
ing where they and the High School
on display at the Optical Shop.
Get
Rodes-BradleCo's. Big 0,,ch,T 'Uov"
, ,!
to Ti
one before they are all gone.
res.acnis oi ricusani rim. mi-j- icu
it
iiuuuuiuy oaie wm conwnUB here at five 0.ciock and upon arriv- For fire Insurance see Doughton le (layS. Dig opeCUUS eaCll iK at Pleasant Hill, they ate their
Lan' Co.
day. ClOSeS DOC. 17th. ltC lunches, and had an enjoyable time.
Com-mer-

gg
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Come to the Surprise Store for Good Values and Quick Service

I

ertTa.

y

We offer these Specials for Early Shoppers
Winter Union Suiti for Ladies, Special

(g)

Heavy Fleece Lined

Union

Suits

Men's Splendid Quality Heavy Fleece Lined
Union Suits and Pure Lambs Down Fleece
Part Wool Underwear at Very Lowest Prices.
A Useful Christmas Gift.

$1.19

for

'

Children

95c to $1.35

Hosiery lection has
real values this week.
Ladies' Durham Hose, black
only
15c pr.
Men's Hose,
black and
brown
10c pr.
.
Children's Hoee, black and
brown, siaes to 8
ISc
Children's Hoee, black and
brown, sices to 9!i, 20c pr.,
two pairs for
35c
Men's Wool Hose, 35c pr.,
3 pairs for
$1.00
We have a wonderful line of
wool, silk or lisle Hose at
moderate prices.
Our
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WORD

BRAND

Qammcunt

f.

Our Neckwnar Department
offers Men's beautiful Silk
Ties as low as .1
65c
Beautiful lie
mercerized at

in

Mon's Jazs Bows

BROTHER
Blankets
Sacques.

Wool

Silk and

Fast and Furious5
Two-Ree-

l

Comedy

AT THE

DECEMBER 10th
TRY TO GET IN

W

)

Hose

We Have 500 Yards
of bleached and unbleached
Domestic, 36 inches wide, extra
14c yd.

Standard Quality
Extra nice Moleskin Shirts,
Coat style, union made, heavy
weight, every shirt guaranteed.
$2.95

We can Save you money on
Comforts or Blankets. Com
in today.

SURPRISE STORE

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
Choice cooked meats and other
Mies Mnric Brown, who lives on
South Axtell, was sick for two or cooked foods can be purchased at
In the District Court in and for
Mrs. N. A. Harper's Delacatessen
three days this week.
I
Shop, next door to Herrln's Sheet Curry County, New Mexico.
Rodes-BradleJ. D. Tunnell, Plaintiff, vs. A. J.
Co's. Big
n- 1,1 Riley, Pauline Vanderwort, J. R.
- '"d
Erwinf fephen"
Economy Sale will continue f,.Mr- week
in Riley, if living, and if dead, the unfor a
ten days. Big Specials each Tuxa8
known heirs of J. R. Riley, deceased,
day. uioses Dec. 1 tn.
and all unknown owners or proprieMauldin Heights acreage is the tors of the premises herein described,
C. I.. Miller returned Tueitdiiy to best ever.
defendants. No. 1.18.
miles north of
his home thirty-fiv- e
To the defendants above named :
Clovis, after hnvinjf been nt the bed
Let us bake your Christmas Fruit
You and each of you are hereby
side of his son, Lee, at the Baptist Cakes and Plum PuiMintrs.
They are
hospital since November 10, wnuii Jelicious. Reed's Electric Bakery. Itc notified that a su.t has been commenced and is now pending in the
Lee was tr.ken there having been
Mr. and Mrs. If. H Stephens re court above named, entitled and numseverely hurt by n horse.
turned Wednesday mornii.R from a bered as above stated, the general
objects and purpose of which is to
Manny & Wilkinson sells Maudlin trip to I.os Angeles and Kan
procure a decree of partition among
atMr.
away
Stephens
c'sco. While
acrea;'.
the pm ties in interest of, in and to
tended a "Loss and Pamutre"
the following real estate, situate in
damage was done tn intf of Santa Fe officials.
Curry County, New Mexico,
the roof of the new Knmey & W ilk- Lot 4 in Block 4:1 in the North
Mr. nnd Mrs. D. W. CrifWill,
imon buildinir by the wind storm lust
livinjr
Park
Addition to the City of Clovis.
Clovis,
now
near
of
t
nierly
The roof was only partly
And thnt if the same cannot be
on and the wind ripped the roof-- , talcs, are rejoieini? over Ihe ariiv-'ipartitioned in kind that the court orbig boy, born Dec. 4th.
in paper oft, resulting in quite a bit of
der a sale thereof, and a division and
of damage.
Fresh Parker House Rolls ever partition of the proceeds among the
hn day at Keed s Mectiic HuKerv.
lie parties in interest, and to determine
Mr stnnhnna i t
bought a good farm near Ilnvenei
and decree oh.ong the parties in inHe was better at punching cattle terest the respective rights and inand intends to make this his home.
. .1..- .- jiniu.hh
I!,., k. .wun...
i......:.... ,.,...!
terests therein owned and held by
wiuo. uu.
The deal wi"j made by Stewart
Governor
when a them, and further to decree that J.
and
the
Itejlikc
Bell.
crooked rival jailed the brother of II. Riley, .Icnnettc Baldwin, Effie
you just ought to Wood, Pauline Vnnderwort, Madge
Mrs. Eliza Adams nf Portnks has the girl he loved
just bought, through Stewart & Bell,' see the fight he put up at the Capitol, Pitman, Myrtle Wnndry, A. J. Riley,
some nico lots on the west side and He kidnaps the Governor and hut J. R. Riley, Beverly Spears, Edna
intends building a nice home soon. It. we make a guess that you'll want to Miller, Viola Jordan and Sarah J.
see this story beginning in the wild Riley are all of the heirs and the only
If you want close in acreage, sec wt,gt ,Uys and rushing through thrills heirs of James C. Riley, deceased,
Mauldin Heights.
riKnt down to the present. You'll see and thut it be decreed that no periBig Bill Hart in both big smashing sons, except the plaintiff, and the
What better Chnstmas present can,.
A) gt J(jh jn
defendants herein, have any interest
you g.ve your friend l.v.ng in oth- iFuriouSf.. hi, new two reel comedy. in and to eaid real estate.
,
xo inr
er suue. man a
Satur(,a
Thelt
M tm
That Walter W. Mayes, whose busiClovis News?
It will be a letter!....
night, December 10th. Try to get in. ness address is Clovis, New Mexico,
each week from your own county.
is attor.u-for plaintiff, and that unTry the meals at the White Rose less the said defendants enter their
Any Jewelry Broken? Bring it to
Cafe on Grand Ave.
appearance in this cause, on or beThe Optical Shop. One dry service
fore the 21st day of January, 1822,
on repairing it.
Milk Bottles and Caps.
judgment will be rendered in this
Mazda Electric Lights.
cause against them by default, and
the relief prayed for in the complaint
will be granted the plaintiff.
Witness my hnnd and the seal of
The Clara Barton site is in
said court this 7th day of December,
Heights.
1921.
Fresh pies and pastry every day at
(SEAL!
DANIEL BOONE,
Bakery.
Reed's Electric
Itc
Clerk
A. E. Dorman of the
Music Co., will be in Clovis the
Good cooking and good
service
When you want that printing In a
makes the White Rose Cafe a popular 14th of December and will have some
very interesting
on hurry, try the Clovis News Job Printpropositions
1027-tf- c
eating place.
tf
pianos, player pianos and Victrolas. ing Department. Phone 97.
Mothers, if you would like to have If interested, please drop him a line,
Brains make the man, but the soul
your little ones in kindergarten call General Delivery, Clovis, and ho will
call and give full particulars.
Itc of woman ii her chief attraction,
94.

"

itc

Fnin-Hoitfh-

Por-pu-

l

.uos-r.puo-

SATURDAY NIGHT

Underwear

Silk, Wool or
Cotton Hosiery.

Have you seen our line of
Tarns for Ladies and Children?

$3.50

"

1

IN

Blouse

sleepers

We have some beautiful Wool
Scarfs for Ladies. These make
excellent gifts.

LOOK!!

y

AL ST. JOHN

Tie

Caps

Men's Silk Scarfs
$1.50
$2.00, $2.25. These are all
beautiful gifts for Christ

Heavy Sheep Lined Coats
$9.95
Extra hytiy Moleskin Panta,
Union Made

m

Cap

Silk and Wool

25c

J

A wild west romance that makes Buffalo Bill's show as tame
as a sewing circle. The real old time stuff with all the old thrills
and fifty new ones.
Starting out with a lone man's fight with a tribe of savage
Indians, thundering on through surprises and thrills to a mighty
climax with Big Bill Hart in three roles a pioneer, a plainsman
and the Governor of the State.
He rescues the heroine from under the hoofs of a maddened
steer he kidnaps the Governor, takes his job and saves his friend
from hanging. He's in the thick of all the action and the action
sure is thick!
It's a picture that would make even a minister or a college
president stand up and cheer!

sl)oet

Wool Bootees

35c

SHOP EARLY
LXOK!

COME ON!!

FOR

FOR BABY

--

2000 yards of beautiful PerSpecial
cales and Prints.
Price
lie yd.
Stripes, Plaids, Dots.

1

95c up

Dress Shirts in Nice Patterns

soma

I

Knight-Campbe-

UK

c--

i

ll

J
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Black Smallpox
in Some Sections

Hardware Co.

Roberts-Dcarborn- e

STORES AT CARLSBAD, CLOVIS AND LOVING, NEW MEXICO
(Incorporated)

FIRST AID
To a Weak Financial Standing

Black Smallpox, the most malignant form of the disease, is appearing
Capital Stock $100,000.00
again in the United States, after an
absence of many years, according to
DIRECTORS
F. L. DEARBORNE,
a news bulletin just issued by. the
Manager Carlsbad Store
S. I. ROBERTS, President.
New Mexico State Bureau of Health.
GEO. 0. ROBERTS
F. L. DEARBORNE,
ClOVis,
This statement continues: "The paManuger Clovis Store
H. H. DILLY, Secretary and Treas.
pers have recently carried word of
geo. o. Roberts
New Mexico
ROY DICKINSON,
high death rates from smallpox in
Manager Loving Store
ROY DICKINSON
some of our nearby states.
While
health officers everywhere have been
watching the spread of this disease
We
our
with a great deal of apprehension, it
is only within the past year and a
on
and
half that the malignant typethas been
Ranges. These
making its presence felt in scattered
communities.
good
any
which we
"A survey of the smallpox situation
in the United States and Canada has
know, "and have
recently been completed by one of the
largest insurance companies.
any
on
them
This
reveals some startling facts. In genWe have a
eral the western states have shown a
steady and rapid rise in the number
body on
of cases, followed closely by one or
two Southern states. In one city of
and
the latter group there were eight
deaths, among twenty cases, from
this one cause. Now comes reports of
Our plumbing
a high percentage of deaths in some
mpetent and
and do
cities very close O our own borders.
"The statement of this insurance
work
and
company shows that the increase in
the number of cases of smallpox has
kept pace very closely with general
opposition to vaccination. Whenever
those groups opposed to vaccination
have organized their fight against it,
We have
on
in those same communities the number of cases has grown rapidly. Great
way,
be cur3
portions of our country are again becoming susceptible to the disease, afa number
ter many yeurs of security. Former
generations were familiar with the infection in its worst forms and welarrangecomed gladly the projection offered
by vaccination.
The population thus
ment. The
not r.ble to make
became immune, or only slightly suprompt
sceptible, with the result that the diyou
out.
sease gave promise of dying
you, want
ir.
!!ut absence of danger hus made us
indifferent, until we are now faced
home
i 3
vvoith'?r th-i- t
with n menace that may be as
us influenza, for many seccome socr.or
tions of the html.
to
uc know, so
be
we can ,.' t in
cr.i.
"In the face of this ruther general
increase of prevalence, New Mexico
inn made nn envin ble record. FolROB SRT 3 AI 301-- '
lowing the organization of the state
ehealth department and th very g
Phone
neral vaccination of school children,
small
jn
there was a marked decline
pnx throughout the stute. Last summer, there wan a stretch of fourteen
amount and heated it less rapidly. there conies a time when the pressure
weeks, when the disease was absent DO YOU KNOW WHY
POPCORN POPS? This time he got a yield of 200 cubic is loo (reut, and the "pop" then
from the Stat-- entirely, which was a
cente meters. He kept on this way tul.es pmce.
reversal of conditions prevailing in
AS BRISBANE SEES IT.
Do you marvel at the action of gradually reducing the rate of heat-- '
fornur years. At no time has the
number of cases reported in any one popcorn? Have you often wondered ing.
"All tliut men want is here, enough
the what causes the "pop?" In the many
week risen above eight, since
The largest volume of popped com
for
tuns of millions of them." writes
that
before
whereas
1920;
middle of
years that popcorn has been used as was produced when the grains were
time about twenty to thirty cases a a food and a confection this question heated slowly for three minutes be- Arthur Brisbane in a recent article
"And all that ia
This condition has never been answered until a short fore they commenced to pop. Shorter on New Mexico.
week were reported.
has been due entirely to the coopera- time ago when science set out to and longer heating periods reduced needed is the magician, water, so
easily brought under control, ulways
tion of teachers and varents in hav- - study popcorn andjts inside structure. the production proportionately.
vaccinated,
for
ing all school children
To complete the tests both chemi-ca- n ready.
Dr. R. H. Carr of Purdue university
"If instead of fighting each other,
the decrease in our cases paralleled was in charge of the experiments.
and photomicrograph examinamen
would fight drouth and ignormeaspreventive
this
of
adoption
the
In the beginning he believed pop tions were made to ascertain the reaure in the schools.
corn might be due to the amount of son for this action. It was decided ance, if they would send here an army
"However, there is a largo portion water contained in the com. He tried as a result of these tests that when of googolwts, mining and irrigation
of our own population that is
heating corn with varying water con- the com is heated too rapidly the engineers and cap'tnl for farmers,
It is among the adults of tent and found that this theory was starch in the com does not have time they would wage a war worth while,
the State that we can look for a dan wrong. Next he studied the proteids, toi become gummy or as the scien- a war against nature's mistakes and
gerous outbreak of smallpox, if vac thinking that grains containing the tists call it, dextrinized before the man's selfishness.
"To live, to know that the spirit is
cination is not very generally resort- highest protein content would pop popping takes place. Therefore the
ed to.
best; but again he found that he was starch should be allowed three min- mure import:. nt than the body, come
to this country, New Mexico.'
"There ia no fact in the whole wrong. His third experiment, and the utes of gradual heating.
realm of sanitary science that is so one that solved the problem, conThe chemical change of the starch
The oldest bell in America is in
firmly established! as that vaccina- cerned the rate of heating the corn. to dextrin is accompanied by a conthe rectory of East Haddam, Conn.,
one
Any
smallpox.
prevent
will
tion
Dr. Carr took thirty cubic centi- siderable dialation of the cells of the which bears
the date "A. D. 803,"
who will recall his own experience meters of corn and heated it rapidly. com.
These cells are filled with
and is believed to have been taken
will remember that threatened out The popping commenced in one min- steam, produced not by water in the
from an ancient Spanish monastery.
breaks of the Infection were always ute and continued until he had ob kernel but by hydrolysis the form
quelled, when the community accept- tained 120 cubic centimeters of pop ing of water from the constituents of
The Santa Fo railroad is owned by
Notwithed wholesale vaccination.
ped corn. Then he tried the same the corn. As the steam increases. sixty thousand different people.
constanding many statements to the
trary, the procedure of vaccination
is not dangerous, when done with
Although at
ordinary
cleanliness.
school
twpntv-fiv- e
thousand
children have been vaccinated in New
Mexico since the fall of 1919, there
has never come to the State Bureau
of Health a single complaint of comWe arc eager to furnish our patrons a hanking service complications following it. This alone
speak for its safety.
mensurate witli their necessities and conservative banking
"Every community in the State
methods.
should take stock of its situation at
unmeans
no
leave
once and should
Through this not too encouraging period it is unfair to the
I
tried to protect itself while there
iuhlic
and the efforts of all towards
and better
yet ample time. The following sugto
unlimited
advertise
for
hank
credit
times
any
facilities.
of
their
gestions are offered because
simplicity and effectiven ss:
Our assets and the assets of our directors, stand behind this
"1. Make a census of all schools
with more that the required reserve for protection of
institution
children, to be sure that none has
depositors.
its
missed vaccination.
"2. Encournge every unvacclnated
"We have built up our resources on the theory that a hanking
person to protect himself at once.
of actual as well as hook strength would stand highly
for
institution
"3. Provide free vaccination
indigents and make it available to all
in public esteem as a depository when "easy money" tinvs hail
The
at the lowest possible cost.
gone.
Bureau of Health distributes vaccine
On this basis we cordially invite your bank ingf business.
at eight cents a point.
"4. Regard with suspicion every
case of "chickenpox" In an adult, for
it may be mild smallpox."

are particularly proud of

agency
than

May be had through the channel of

FACT: Fully 70

"BETTER

of us have defective

VIS-ION-

into

"

eye- -'

sight WITHOUT KNOWING IT. Naturally our
ability to think, to work, to earn, to save is impaired. KNOW that your eyes are right.
not need glasses, but be sure.

asbestos lined, sheet steel

legs,

You may

this year.

with water front, for $80.00.

department is co-

The new Shelltex

trustworthy,
their
with the utmost dispatch,
with the least possible interference

will be one of the most sensible gifts given

Shur-on- s

Great Western Stoves
ranges sell for less
stove of
other
as long service uilt
stove
as
the market.
six hole polished range,

Fitted at

with the arrangements in the house.
but

THE OPTICAL SHOP

it

of
families are contemplating the installation of this ideal heating

In Lyceum Theatre Building
Fittings Guaranteed

factory is
deliveries, ani

FOR 13 YEARSj
RELIABLE

I

that

REAONABSLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BEOS.
Day Phone

ail

Night Phone 235

if

thi? comfort

feel

,y;;r

during the cold

sure to

well

let

or

that

'.iter, it
the

.

RESPECTFUL

the

after it arrives, for

Where the Best Eyeglasses Are Made

Phone 194

another Heatrola
will not long

4?

:

unvac-cinatc-

The mail order house or your local
merchant t

i..t

Read the ads in this paper. They
will show you how to save money by
trading with your home merchants.
Settle any doubts you may have by
comparing their prices and the quality of their merchandise with those of
the mail order houses.

Trade at home and keep your
at home. Patronize our
and help build up your

Rely on These Statements

THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS

All kinds

THE CLOlfIS HEWS

of shoe repairing done

In
14

Clovis Shoe Hospital in new location on South Main
St., next door to Clovla Barber
Shop.

first class manner.

THE FARMERS' FRIEND"

-tfc

1

A

.
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The largest amount of advertising
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
publication in any
OF ADMINISTRATOR AND
ever carried by
NOTICE TO CREDITORS one issue is said to have been the
Ladies' Home Journal in an issue of
In the Probate Court of Curry October, 1919, when one million dolCounty, State of New Mexico.
lars worth of publicity was carried in
In the matter of the estate of S. one issue. Another publication is said
L. D'Spain, Deceased. No. 370.
to have carried five hundred thousNotice is hereby given that Utter and dollars worth In a single Issue last
S
of administration on the eatate of
year. And yet some people profess
L. D'Spain, deceased, were granted not to believe in advertising, in fact
to the undersigned by the Probate you can find Just such people in your
Court of Curry County, State of New community. The fact that the big
Mexico, on the 29th day of Novem- business interests of the
country
ber, A. D. 1921.
spend so much money in advertising
All persons having claims against should be sufficient to convince every
said estate are required to exhibit the man, woman and child that It pays.
same to the undersigned at Clovls, And not only do these big interests
New Mexico, for allowance, within pay large sums for advertising, but
twelve (12) months after the date they employ advertising experts to
of this notice and publication with prepare the advertising, and then em
necessary vouchers, or they will be ploy advertising agencies to place it.
forever precluded from any benefit
of said estate; or, said claims may be
filed with the clerk of said court.
Duted this the 29th day of Novem
ber, 1921.
R. E. D SPAIN,
Administrator.

Murray's Confectionery
Try our specials this week

Mistletoe Ice

Cream
"You're Sure It's Pure"

dbiYtuebq
nnnri:
UJU3Li UlJ 1 UJU1U

In the District Court of Curry
..
f
r.
r.
i;ounty, iaie oi jcw Mexico.
Thn Fimf. National Bank of C ovis.
.

Mu

in the

j.
(fi!

vs.

Executrix of the Last Will and
Testament of J. W. Malone, de
ceased; Maude Malone, Jessie Ma
lone, Eulu Renfro and Ruby Lat .
ter, Defendants.
Tn the above named defendants,
and cuch of you: You are hereby
notified that a suit has been com- - (g)
menceu against yuu, cniiiim
uiu.
numbered as above, and is now pend- ing, in the district court aoove mentioned, the objects and purposes of
which ore to remove the defendant,
Ida G. Malone as Executrix of
last will and tcBtament of J. W. Ma- - (
lone, deceased, under appointment of (g)
the I'robate (Jourt oi Lurry uouniy
aforesaid, and to appoint some suit-- 1

SKARDA MOTOR CO.
ni

nDMi.n in lwtl atoiwl

ntlfl f l

ftrlfl

To this end the most cordial relations between the officers of this bank and its depositors ere
encouraged. Any service that we can render is always cheerfully given in all financial matters.

Farmers State Bank

When corn is 32 cents a bushel it
as cheap fuel as coal at $16 a ton,
acording to Secretary Wallace of the
At 20
Department .f Agriculture.
cents a bus'iel it is a fuel as cheap
as coal at $10 a ton. "Undoubtedly,"
he says "large quantities of corn will
be burred on Western farms this
winter unless the price should maAnd this is Reterially advance."
Silver City
publican "normalcy.."
l

GROVES' I
ii

w

J

J

V

A

1

v

n

i

the real estate belonging to the said y&
estate, hereafter described, sold for.(g)
the purpose of paying the debts and (j
claims against the said estate, and for
a decree declaring the said defend
ants to be all of the heirs of
J. W. Malone, deceased, and for all
other proper relief; the said real:
estate is situate in Curry County
aforesaid, described as follows, to- wit: the north half of section 35, (g)
township 4 north, range sz east; me C(S)
northwest quarter of section 81 ; the gj
south half of section 30, township 4 W
v3'
MiU
thn nit
IIVI 111, I Ol'b UU oio4.
" " " ill" fliot
of lota 1 and 2. Block 62 of the origi- - W
nal townsite of Clovis;
You are further notified that Wal
ter W. Mayes, whose post office and (0)
business address is uovis, isew aiex-- :
ico, is attorney for plaintiff, and that
unless you and each of you enter your W
appearance in said ause on or before vSj'
the 9th day of January, 1922, judg-- J
ment will be rendered against you by
default and the relief prayed for in,
the complaint and petition herein!
as.
will be granted the plaintiff.
Duted at Clovis, In the county and
state aforesaid, this ICth day of
November, 1921.
DANIEL BOONE,
(SEAL)
Clerk of snid Court.
By Nell Hays, Deputy

of Clovis, New Mexico
'

The Clovis Steam Laundry
A HOME INSTITUTION
FOR HOME PEOPLE

ship.

Our employees all reside in Clovis and spend
their money in Clovis,
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Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Ft. Sumner, N. M.,!
Nov. 14, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that Pres
ton B. Copeland, of Clovis, N. M.,
who, on Dec. 19, 1916, made Home
stead entry 014977, for the South
of Section 15, Township 1, North,
Range 35 East, N. M. P. Meridian,!
has filed notice of intention to make
Final three year proo fto establish
claim to the land above described before Daniel Boone, County Clerk and
Exofficio Clerk of court of record of
XT
vr r -- .
r
n
r
on the 80th day of December, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
David A. Akers, W. W. Akers, W.
O. Kelly and Daniel T. Gentry, all of
Clovis, N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.l
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
School warrants will be drawn once
each month at the regular. School
Board meetings. All orders should
be filed in the County Superintendent's office before the first of each
month.
Signed : Mrs. Una M. Steed.

Sale Commences at 1:00 P. M.

Mr. Farmer, if you are going to
have a public sale, advertise it in tbe
Proper advertising through
News.
the columns of this paper will bring
you a crowd.
tf

Profitable little Want Ads; they save you money; read 'em

7-

-

r?

&

As I have to raise some money, I will sell at public auction my
farm, six miles west and five miles north of Clovis, 1 mile south of Ranchvale
High School.
with three wires; 100 acres in
All this land is fenced and crossed-fencecultivation, some fall wheat sown, good well, windmill, water tank, five room
house, sheds, lots, hen houses, etc. A lew fruit trees, grapes, piums, cnerries,
320-acr- e

d

etc.

garden.
Seven or eight acres in hog pasture, fenced-ion
route
and
rural phone line. This
mail
daily
This farm is located on
an exceptionally good
is
in
home,
ideal
and
an
woman
man
or
will make any
location.
n

WE FURTHERMORE WANT YOU TO
KNOW THAT THIS FARM WILL ABSOLUTELY SELL REGARDLESS OF
PRICE, FOR IT MUST AND WILL SELL

Notice Term- s()

ffi&d1-- "

There is a $2,000 Federal loan on this land, and in addition $1,500 can be
caried on a second mortgage. Balance cash.
Warranty deed and abstract of title will be furnished.
Possibly a lot of cows, horses, household goods, etc., will be offered for
sale at this time.
Anvone interested in this land may write or see V. TATE, the auctioneer,
and he will gladly show you over this proposition and explain matters in every
detail.

Don't Forget the Date, Monday, December 12th

ll-3tf- c.

PHONE 48

I

1

ri.u

We offer you Good Work and Good Service
at prices as low as is consistent with good workman-

X

I

VI I V

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

J. W. Wilkinson, Vice Pres.
J. Boykin, Pres.
A. W. Skarda, Cashier
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v

r--
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The Eurth.

ia

Cattlemen In the Southwest have
been hard hit in the last two years,
but they are able to see brighter prospects, As a New Mexico cattleman

1

i

it

Officers and directors of this bank recognize that the interests of this bank and its depositors
are the same. When the resources of the patrons
and depositors of the bank increase the volume of
business increases. It is therefore wise and prudent
for the bank to assist the people of this vatinity to
increase their money and property.

the fall.

the;,

kl

Interests of Bank
and Depositors

pay them it seems to us they would
have found it out by this time. If it
did not pay them they would scarcely
have spent so much money on it. And
yet there are those who will spend
thirty cents a week and because they
do not get a dollur and thirty cents
in returns immediately, conclude that
it does not pny. Exchange.

O

()

THEIR CARS

do this week In and week out, month tom and Just naturally

n nnQi
it

n

t

'

EFFECTIVE JUNE EIGHTH

S.

nlninfiff.

lrtn"0: Malone, individually and as

i

SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION
PRICES ON

Afnvion

No. 1905

Announce a

I F. M.

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

for years they have continued to expressed It: "We have struck botcan't go any
Any change must be for
farther.
in and month out, never letting up for
the better." The activity of the
a single week. We could mention United States War Finance Corporabusiness concerns that have been car- tion on behalf of the cattle industry
rying advertising for the past thirty has been a wonderful help. An im
years that we know of, and how much provement was noted directly after
longor we do nob know. If it did not Director Meyer made the trip early in

And

Have you something you don't
need? Sell it to some fellow who
docs need it. A Clovis News Want
Ad will make the sale.
tf

1

F, M.

GROVES. Owner
V. TATE, Auctioneer

i
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CHRISTMAS

We Positively Guarantee Every Article to
be exactly a represented and worth the
money.

JJEWEL1Y

BUY NOW

GIFTS THAT LAST
AT PRICES

Irk,

YOU CAN
AFFORD TO PAY.

1

DENHOF JEWELRY CO.
I PRICES ARE SLAUfflTEffiP!

s
to

s
8

a

s

V

I The Opportunity of a Lifetime to Xmas Shoppers
51

:

.

.
S
or high grade
uur
immense stock
ry
1

1

1

1

m

ITT

Nl

1

1

Diamonds, Watches, Uocks,
C !
.1
5 ouverware, uit uiass, China, Leather Uoods, ivory Jewelry,
Etc., Offered at UNHEARD OF PRICES!
A glance at our windows will convince you.

m

1

m
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8
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WILL PAY YOU!

T
$2.00 Alarm Clocks cut to

.

$1.00

$3.50 Glo Ben Watches cut to

n

$10 Richelieu Pearl Necklaces, cut to $4.75

i

'

$1.95

-

$6.50 Solid Gold La Valliers cut to

..

$3.50

fjdfvT

J

,ks

$22.50 Ladies' 15 jewel Wrist Watches,
CUtt
$13J5

V

SiW

$175

mmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
$6.00 Ladies' Solid Gold Rings, cut to $2.65

$R0

cut to

95c

$5.00 Men's Cuff Links, cut to

$3.00

$7.50 solid Gold cuff Links, cut to

.

.

$3.75

Men' Emblem

$37- -

Community

$35.00 Rogers

26-pie-

26-p-

Silver Set $28.50

c.

Rins' ml lo ' $6'85

"

20

. . .

$1.45

an(J $g Mens Bm

cul to $2 ?5

$1.50 Solid Gold Baby Rings, cut to
$2,7 Founlain Pen

Off All China.

cut to

. .

65c

t

$1.50

S

$2.95

Off All Baby Pins, Necklaces, Lingerie
Clasps, Tie Clasps, Etc.

$7.50

i

Off All Ivory Goods.

25 Off All Sheffield Silver.

25

to

'.

$5

$6.85

r?

Off All Cut Glass.

56

25

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Silver Sets $26.50

ce

$3.00 Men's Watch Chains, cut to
33

to

8

Diamond Ring, cut to $120.00

ne

'
$12.50 Mantle Clocks, cut to

Wonderful Stock

$2'00 Men Cuff Link

$60.00 Binocular Field Glasses, now $35.00

,

$7.00 Boys' Signet Rings, cut to

ChniPP f)f Glir

'

$10.00 Ladies Genuine Cameo Rings,
$4.50
cut to
. . .

Bug Diamonds
flJ0W an(J get the

$250.00 Platinum Diamond Dinner Ring,
cut to
$165.00

$18.00 Ladies' 7 jewel Wrist Watches,
cut to
$11.75

$12.00 Men's Signet Rings, cut to

to
to
to
to

25

Off All Cuff Links, Scarf Pins, Watch
Chains, Charms, Etc.

8
to
to

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER BARGAINS NOT MENTIONED HERE

$150 Diamond Ring Will Be Given Away

FREE!

i
.. FREE!
to

8

Buy Your Christmas Presents Now at These Remarkably Low Prices.
Store Open Evenings Until Christmas.
NEW MEXICO'S

FINEST
JEWELRY STORE

DENHOF

i

10

SANTA FE WATCH INSPECTORS.

PS

to

8
to
to

BUY NOW. WE
WILL LAY THEM
AWAY FOR YOU
UNTIL WANTED.

t
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THE MEANING

!U. BTh

OF CHRISTMAS

Placet Con.
Vice President Coolldg
atruction en the greatest Event
In Human History.

offer 59a,

MIK1STMAS, has but on
meaning the Nativity.
rites Vice President Calvin
Codllilije, In the New York
Honing Post. The goodness, the Justice, but also the mercy,
the helping, hund of Uod. This, the
greatest event In human history, lias
The Savior
spiritual meaning.
came to minister to the spiritual nature of titii it. He showed the true
glory and Importance of initn and,
helping him thowed the duty of
helping one another. Endowed with
the power, yet lie did not bestow
blessings or set up un earthly

A

kingdom.
But to follow Him gave
the power to command nil those.
To get the world to see the true
meaning of things, that Is the redemption. The creation wus all declared
good. It can be perverted. The enemy forever strives "out of good still
to find means of evil." The material
welfare of men docs not come first
to make It first makes It to be de
stroying and destroyed. ClirlHtmus la
not Instituted fur the purpose of earn
Ing the reward of gifts, but for giving
"The
them in their true significance.
wages of sin Is death, eleriml life Is
the gift of find."

nSvn should be
wis&a&i
but&AoT

of 'em

avTC.

onyv

Around Clovit, peopla who travel me.
wisely getting our
TRAVELERS CHEQUES

CRADY SCHOOL NOTES

UMRF
mmswm

a few days, sne leaves a nusoanu
and. six children to mourn her death.
We extend our sincerest sympathy to says:
the bereaved.
"The Irish will tell you that the
was always lighted In
We had several visitors last week.
their homes In the Emerald Isle as It
Were you among them? Remember
has been for years und years In Northat you are cordially invited to visit way and Sweden. Ronton has had It
Grady school at any time.
for tt decade. Iu Rochester 1010 was
onr third celehrotlon
the first year a.
few houses shone the second over a
MRS. JAMES DEAD.
thousand the third nearly every one;
and It has spread to town, village and
country over a
Mrs. A. J. James died last
radius. Many
homes, Wisconsin,
Mulne,
the 20th of November, 1921, at
the family home nine miles southeast California, Florida, kindled their candles from ours, and when you have
of Friona, Texas. She had been con- lighted yours you
will appreciate
fined to her bed nearly twelve why."
months.
The funeral services were conducted Sunday at Friona Baptist Church.
The Truer Thing of Life.
We stand together at anothtr full
years of
Mrs. James was fifty-fou- r
age and leaves a husband and nine ness of time; perhaps It Is a fullness
In which material things, the man
children living to mourn her death
made things, bulk largest. Perhaps It
Mrs. J. P. Harper, who lives north of Is a time In which confidence In the
Pleas
near
of
James
Mr.
Jim
Clovis;
human seems to excel confidence In
ant Hill ; Mrs. Lola Young at Friona, the divine. It Is becoming Increas- Tcxasj Mrs. Jessie Cantrell, Friona,1 Ingly evident that there must speedily
Texas- - Mr Charlie James, Friona,! come to men the visions of life and
"
Texas: Mr. Rufus James, Brunswick,
and larger Interpretation of him
Mo.
whose birth the world celebrates at
Christmas. There Is a tragic. If lnar- Here thy loss we deeply feel,
tlculate. appeal being made today for
But 'tis Cod thut has bereft us,
a return to the homelier, stronger and
He can all our sorrows heal.
truw things of life; we nre looking for
a new birth of goodness thai shall rc- Yet again we hope to meet thee,
store our lost pence and bring buck
When the storm of life has fled;
to earth the deeper satisfaction
The Heaven, with joy to greet thee, ajnln
the human heart. James K. Free- of
shed.
Where no farewell tears are

nan.

Contributed.

loans on

ar

improved farms.
CHRISTMAS

WALTER W. MAYES
Clovis, N. M.

IN PIOVILLE

Papa Pig My how the children
will appreciate this nice bag of rtiudl
Christmas Cockles.
together two cupfuls brown
f
sugar and
cupful butter. Add
egg, eight tablespoon-ful- s
one
sweet milk, one snltspoonful salt,
f
teaspoonful soda dissolved in
cupful boiling water, one
teaspoonful cinnamon, 2Vi cupfuls
rolled oats, two cupfuls flour. Mix ull
together and let stand for an hour,
then drop a teaspoonful at a time on
greased tins. Press a fat raisin on the
top of each and bake In a moderate
oven. This amount makes about four
Cream

one-hal-

well-beate- n

one-hal-

Clovis Filling Station
NORTH MAIN STREET
IS HEADQUARTERS FOR

Texaco Gasoline and Mobiloils
WE CARRY

A

FULL STOCK OF

Goodrich Tires and Tubes

accessories

VULCANIZING
For Quick Service Drive in
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We were just looking over our large stock of Long-BoTrndoMiirkctl Lumber and could not refrain from giving expression to our feelings of admiration.
Long-He- ll
dimension, bright, straight and uniformly graded,
Itoxing
will perfectly please the most exacting buyer. Long-He- ll
and shiplap are classy in every way. Customers are pleasingly
surprised at their beauty and individuality.
Vng-Bel- l
finish, flooring and ceiling are the acme of perfection once used, always called for.
. Long-Beproducts are not mere lumber. They are more;
tiey are lumber plus phis satisfaction in every stick.
ll

h

dozen cookies.

'

Novel Chriatmas Tree Decorations.
Effective Christinas tree decorations
can 'easily be made at home.
Take
rnndy sticks and dress them up In
crepe paper and ribbons and thus convert them Into novel candy dolls.
Gilded nuts, acorns hung from flie
branches with colored ribbon and balls
of cotton sprinkled with diamond dust,
as well as rings of tiny gum-drop- s
strung on white thread, make effec-

tive trimming.

.

ll
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umber rompann

LUMBERMEN SINCE 1875
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

A CLOVIj WOMAN'S EXPERIENCE

The Wsnflsrs
By

of America

T. T. MAXEY

MAMMOTH CAVE, KENTUCKY.
CAVE, the largest of a
of caves In Kdmondson
county, Kentucky, is suld to be the
largest enve known. It extends for
almost a mile below the surface of the
earth and contains about 100 tulles of
passage ways, Here are displayed

MAMMOTH

perhaps the greatest and grandest examples In Jhe world of the wonderful
work of wuterlu underground sculptur- -

j

Farm Loans Now

The
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Mighty Handsome

j

102 South Main St.
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Say! Mr. Boards, You Are
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tradition has It that
"a lighted candle set In the
window mi Christmas evo
will guide the Iinbo of
Ili'tlilcliem
to your home,
that He tuny bring you happiness." In
some countries it has long been the
custom so to mark the coming of
Christmas, nnd John II. Stcdman of
Rochester, N. Y bus originated a
movement to spread It In this country.
In a pamphlet urging all to light the
"Christ-candle"
on Christmas eve he
Clirlst-oandl-

With a fire, aeveral good speeches,
etc., last week was an interesting
week for nearly everybody.
On Monday Mr. Fanning made an
excellent talk to the school about
what he heard and saw at the teacher' convention. Then Friday
ing Miss Thomas made a good talk
on the same subject. After Miss
Thomas made her speech everyone
was convinced that she was an excellent speaker.
Wednesday was the day when the
oci('ties elected new officers. The
Currians elected Mr. Clyde S. Smith'
son as their preaident for the next
three months. The Claxtonians elect- ed Mr. Roy Collins as their president.
Last Thursday we witnessed a fire
which endangered the house, barns,
and feed of Mr. Albert Pettigrew.
The house of Mrs. Nina Smith caught
fire from an oil stove. Nothing of
account was saved. We understand
that there wus no insurince. The
school boys were on hnn'i l keep the
fire off Mr. Pettigrew's property.
The boys of the societies hud planned to have a basketball game Friday
but they postponed it on account of
the wind.
Wo ore very sorry to tell the last
nnd saddest thing that happened. Sunday night at 3:00 o'clock Mrs. J. k.
Tunnell died. She had been ill only

C'
3y

Timm.nnriw

Marx on Quality Lumber

N OLD

Sy'tem.

Reserve

V

ii mi

JK

Lighted Candle In Window on Christ
mas 5ve Will Bring Happiness,
an Old Tradition.

First National Bank
Federal

iiiiiii

GUIDES BABE OF BETHLEHEM

For you don't have to reach forty lo
realiio that cash and Safety seldom
travel together.
For a few rant iituing coat, we will
furniah you Travaleri Cheque! that
protect your traveling fundi.
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Its discovery was another case of
the hunter and the hear date about
ISM).
The hear, wounded, crawled
Into the cave and escaped. The hunter followed and discovered the cave.
A visit to this cave Is certainly a
unique and wonderful experience. Nowhere else can It he duplicated. The
Interior Is a maze of domes, pits, balls,
chamliers, pillars, temples, cascades,
caverns, crevasses, stalactites and
stalagmites, carved stone and other
characteristic and peculiar phenomena
and fulrylike, forms fashionable In
cave architecture. There lire lakes and
rivers In It one can boutrlde on the
Echo river for hnlf a mile. The lofty
limestone roof, 00 feet high In places,
and the battlemeoted shores reflect
nnd magnify every ebund.
The Giant's Coffin Is the largest rock
In the cave. It Is 18 feet thick, 43 feet
long and weighs 2,000 tons. Mammoth
Dome, the largest and most Impressive
of many, Is 280 feet high. Many varieties of animal life are found, including
eyeless fish and blind crawfish,
The
air Is good and the temperature even-ab- out
84 degrees.
There are several
routes through the cave, the longest requiring a full day.
HOG DRESSES 606 POUNDS.
D. A. Muse of Wellington butchered a hog lust week which the Leader
cluims is a record hog for weight.
The hog was so large that Mr. Muse
did not attempt to weigh him before
dressing, and after dressing and cutting the pork the quarters totaled a
net weight of 906 pounds. The hog
was a full blooded big bone Poland
China, and was too large for meat,
so was worked up into lard and sausage. Dressing out 906 pounds is
Wellington Leader.
some hog.

COMING

Can you doubt the evidence of this
' '
'
Clovis Woman?
Read this:
Mrs. H. L. Warren, N. Thornton
St., Box 6, Clovis, says: There is
'nothing like Doan's Kidney Pills fir
all symptoms of kidney complaint.
Some time ago my kidneys caused
me a lot of annoyance.
Right across
tho small of my back I had a heavy
dull, bearing down pain that never
sc mod to let up. My kidneys were
bothering me nt times and I was
often troubled with dizzy Bpclls. 1
found imr vdiute relief upon using
Doan's Kidney Tills and about
cured mo.
60c, nt all dealers.
.Co., Mfgrs., Buffulo, N. Y.
6

'QHEIKAhmedBenHassan
was the leader of one'
hundred tribes. He was

3

worshipped by his followers
even above Allah, but he
met his match in the proud
English beauty. Don't miss
the scene where he tries to
break the will of the mad
cap girl.
Thin U hut one of a hundred iiv,tvspots In as thrill,
ing a photoplay as you
ever raw.
I
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for Indigestion and stomach
trouble of any kind. I have
never found anything that
touches the spot, like
I take It In broken
doses after meals. For a long
time I tried pills, which griped and didn't give tho good
liver
results.
medicine is euiy to take, easy
to keep, Inexpensive."
Get a package from your
druggist today Ask for and
Insist upon Thedford t the
only genuine.
Get It today.

Should Remember the Needy.
Bring your shoe repairing to HarThere Is another thing than ChristShoe Chop at rear of Luikart's
per's
mas shopping that sl...uld he attended
Hur- to as early ns possible by those who store. All work done by hand.
Patronize Clovis merchants.
can afford it, and that 'i the making pur's Shoo Shop.
help build up the town..
of Christmas donations for the poor.

ills a iPcuxunount picture,
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persons, otherwise
and healthy, are
bothered occasionally with
Indigestion. The effects of a
disordered stomach on the
system are dangerous, and
prompt treatment of Indigestion Is Important "The only
medicine I have needed has
been something to aid digestion and clean the liver,"
wrttos Mr. Fred Ashby, a
McKinney,
Texas, farmer.
Many
vigorous

"My medicine
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Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by lucal application!,
they cannot reach
!
til d latitat d portion of th.- ar. Tbt-r- t
only one way to cure caturrbal Saafiieia,
and that In by a crmsiliuttonal
Catnrrhai Dentaua Ii caun-d- . by nn
condition ui ibf rnucoua llnlnf. of
the Eustachian Tuba.
Whin thla tube Ii
IlitlnintU you havo n rumbling lound or imperfect hearing, ami when 11 la entirely
tloxd. I'enfn.
II the r.milt.
Unleil tho
lnniiniu'Mlon can be- reduced and thla tuba
to Ita normtl condition, henrinir
reTeii
wl., bf tl itroyed forever.
Mirny caaea of
denimtro cnuaed by catarrh, which la
nn im.ui-ieromiitinn of tho rnucoua
Tlitiifi Caurrh Medlflna acta thru
'.lie Mood on the rnucoua aurfacea
or the

-

jyt.-:W,i

will Rive One Hundred Pollara for
auy care of C'ntnrrlinl Peatncai that cannot
bt cured by Hall e Catarrh l"llclne.
free. All UniKalata. 76c
r. s. che.ncy & co.. To'-d- o,
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Mr. Former, if you are going to
Inivc a public sale, advertise it In the
Proper advertising through
News.
They the columns of this paper will bring
U you a crowd.
tf
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Our Store is full of useful and practical gifts that will please
the grown-up- s
and Dolls and Toys for the little folks
Silk Underwear
Take advantage of the
sale and buy your Christmas
gifts early at a big saving.
Good Crepe de Chine Gowns
'
$198. $5.98
Silk Teddies'
$1.98
Crepe de Chine Camisoles
98c and $1.48
Hand embroderied Uadimn
Silk and Moonglow Crepe
Camisoles
$1.98, $2.48, $2.98 and $3.98
"

Toilet Articles
ARE GIFTS THAT

PLEASE
Mrlba, Mavis. Djer-Kis- s
and
Mary Garden toilet assortment consisting of Toilet
Water, lYrl'mne, I'owdcr.
K'oilgc and Lip Slick, boxed
ready for giving. All yon
do is to put yonr
haw
card in it.

Ladies' Bath Robes
Just received a large

ship-

ment of Ueacon Robes in a
pretty assortment of colors
at
....$4.89 and $6.89
Crepe de Chine
Satin Breakfast
Pullman Robes
make handsome

Negligees,
Coats and

that

will

Take advantage of the sale
and buy good looking Petticoats for less moiiev.

75c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00,
$4.50, $5.00 up to $10.00.

assortment

That will please the

Monkevs.

Maderia Linens

kinds of the newest
things in baby novelties-Rattl- ers,

Fancy Linens and Towels.
All are reduced in this sale.
Rig fyswumwif of Maderia
Napkins and Lunch Cloths.
Take advantage of the big

All

Celluloid
Dolls,
Rubber Dolls, Stuffed Animals, Terry Cloth Dolls,
Sponge Dolls, Thermometers, Hot Water Bags, Coat
Hangers, Rootees, Sacpies,

and Sweaters.

savinir.

Ladies' Purses
BUY HER A PURSE FOR

colors in House Shoes. Full
range of sizes. Get your
House Shoes while we have
what you want.

Furs for Christmas
Gifts
Fur Sets for the little girls
and fur Chokers for the Ladies, just arrived.

Handsome line of ooze calf
and tooled leather bags in
all the. newest shapes. Spider web design leather bags.
Duvetyn Hags with novelty
tops.

SALE
TOT

11

OF OUR MANY
SERVICEABLE GIFTS
FOR MEN AND BOYS
Suits
Ties
Rath Robes
Overcoats
Gloves
Sweaters
Shoes
Collars
Shirts
Cuff Button
Hats
Belts
Hose
Mufflers
Caps
Handkerchiefs
SOME

Suit Cases and Bags
Make Nice Gifts
lust received a new shipment of handsome Suit Cases and Traveling Ban's. They
arc priced very moderately.

CHRISTMAS

'

of

boys-Tr- ains,

Aeroplanes, Tricycles, C1hv)h'1ioo Cars and
Automobiles.
Aluminum Tea Sets, China
Tea Sets, good assortment of
Educational Games, Stuffed
'

Baby Novelties

Cm is

House Shoes
Wonderful

Dolls that can say "Mama,"
dolls with sleeping eyes,
dolls with hair, and bald
headed baby dolls. Wonder-fi- d
assortment of dolls

gifts.

Silk Petticoats and
Bloomers

For Men and Boys

Dolls

Blouses
FOR CHRISTMAS

Our sale will enable you to
buy thai uil't Muiie al a
savin1.:. See our assortment
at. ..$3.48, $193, and $10.00
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Dry Goods Company

PROCRESS CLUB WILL
baric splendor of Russia's gold emLOCATION CHOSEN.
MUSICAL PROGRAM.
WANT GOOD ROAD TO
V
HAVE ART EXHIBIT broideries, decorated wood and, deSHALLOW
)
WATER
DISTRICT
Clovis,
N.
M.,
Dec 8, 1921.
parting slightly, their incomparable
VyOn Saturday afternoon, December
WORRY
The following article was contrib- dancers.
the primary department of the
We have, nothing of our Mr. C. EL Mauldin,
(Continued from Pago 1)
uted by R. Vernon Hunter, whose art own in the crafts to offer except vulClovia, N. M.
New Mexico Conservatory of Music,
p
"
..I
Progworks will be exhibited by the
gar machine-mad- e
objects turned out Dear Sir;
You would instantly condemn a rendered tho following musical pro- This wot in Line with the advice of
ress Club the week beginning Decem- thousands alike. When can we rank
We, as the locating committee ot man to the insane asylum who stopped gram, at the home of Miss Lennie Cor-r- mr. uattue.
As a matter of fact, Mr.
ber 19th.
with Miss Curry at directress:
LaRue coulH
side by aide artistically with those the Clara Barton College of Clovis,
clock to save time. Such
foolish
v (lummy uub CO 5
lay the mattnp h..rnu k n
The aftermath of the war' has people whom our missionaries toil to N. M desire to inform you that we and absurd thing to do! But. la, Jt, any ; Violin Solo Prof. D. N. Croft.
vim vwmmiaaion
Sole "Ding, Dong Bell (Geo. L. via.
helped to emphasize a long recognised bring to Christianity?
The time it have accepted your proposition for more foolish than the man who wor
need for art production and art stim- coming soon, I believe, when we will the College in Mauldin Heights Ad ries so much about financial troubles Spaulding), Jack Baird.
"This Detition will Um
.
viivuiuku ;
Duet "On tho Beach", Misses within the
ulation in this country. We are com- have an art that can truly be called dition to Clovis, N. M., as follows: that he has nervous breakdown and
4
next few days. '
ing to realize that much of our na- our own. We have borrowed enough Between Axtel and Sheldon Streets it relegated' to a sanatorium
for a Curry and Flanary.
The Portales Vally has long been'
Soto "Playing Tag," Joyce An- famed
tion's progress will depend- open (file from the other hemispheres for a east and west and Easy Ave. and long rest?
for its .nindnrn.,. mu anu !
l
development of the
It sounds like a paradox to say derson.
arts solid foundation. When are we go- Staafc Ave north and south.
shallow water. We have talkorf tn"
Yours very respectfully,
Duet "Through Field and Forest farmers who
that worrying about money usually
for commercial purposes, which is Jmt ing to stop borrowing?
have farmed in the Por- -.
A. L. Dillon, Chairman; C. W. Har costs more money but in many cases (M. Vogle, Op. 41), Misses Curry and
the utilization of artistic ideas exmen
group
tales Valley and In the Valley south-seems
of
the
that
It
W. Hockenhull, Mrs. E. C. this is the literal truth.
Bailey.
pressed in the most practical form.
who are painting in Northern New rison, A.
east of town and without an exccp-l
Solo
Gtisamorc, Ceo. Roach, Bonnie Bryis true that not all 'worry
Dorria Dillon.
is
It
what
to
to
us
going
mean
Mexico
are
tion they agree that the soil within a I
had
Our
Indians of the Southwest
s
Mary
L.
Miss
E.
Knight,
Miss
Solo
Violin
an,
D.
yet
preventable,
Prof.
well
N.
of
much
Croft.
as
it,
w mue
a civilization centuries ago't,taf in a. the Impressionists did to France, and
01 moiroHe is superior to
Solo "Rondino," (Ralph K.
Kendall, Committee.
as its ill effects can be avoided. Mast
comparative naive manner ' rivalled are developing a new Rennaisance in
, Zola Bailey,
of our fear are never realized.' 'If
yonr Curry- Countv oitUa.
t
ours and with it they had a keen ap- the art world with the southwestern
iiuii-r- ,
The Clara Barton Memorial Asso we meet our troubles day by' day as
wtbt, i is jajr u..
Duet "Learning to Waltz,"
dreds and thou,ands of dollars for!
preciation of decoration and" rare Indian and his habitate as their foun- ciation of America, through the cour
Missa) Eleanor Burns and Jack
thoy come without worrying about
i.h,ucis oi tne I'ortalus Valley that
for the beautiful. Their pottery de- dation. Let us at least be optimistic tesy of Mr. C. E. Mauldin of Clovis,
them beforehand we find that we Baird.
could be produced within the
signs are only one proof of this. We enough to hope so.
borders
N. M., accepts the land donated by have the strength to overcome them.
Solo "Rank and File" (Gustave of
our own county. Sweet potatoes,
The Art Alliance of America, the him for the Clara Barton Memorial
are glad to realize that an awakening
Virginia Flanary.
j.Lange),
Worrying
the
weakens
mental
onions, tomatoes and other truck1
is rapidly coming and as a nation we different art clubs and other organi- College.
Duct "Waltz," Misses Curry and farm products
force. The best antidote is a change
flourish in tho valley
are becoming aware of a new con- zations, even laymen, are doing much
Dixie L, W. Owen,
of mental occupation. Get awa'y 4i'pt .Joyce' Anderson.
just south of us. Mr. Joyner for ono,
sciousness that we can make beauti- to encourage the young artists and
Life Prcs .and Business Manager. the scenes which provoke worry,
Solo "A Child's Goodnight" (Geo. demonstrates
this fact annually. But
ful objects for everyday life. The craftsmen in their developing of both
exercise in the open air, read one or L. Spaulding); Jack Br.ird.
the condition of tho road has
It will
American purchasers went to Europe hand crafts and painting.
retarded
CAN'T FOOL 'EM.
several books of a lighter strain,. find
Solo "The Buttorcup"
(W. C. the development of this wonderful
and the Fur East in search of original m- an much toward developing our
pleasant recreation or an absorbing Powell) , Eleanor Burns.
valley. A few thousand dollars
designs and for hand made stuffs taste and appreciation for good art
Two colored gentlemen were en "hobby." A temporary change of
spent
-Duct "The Young Riders," Misses in the construction . nt
laces, carvings, embroideries and as a nation.
...
gaged in conversation when one of
UAQ
vciu
possible
brings
where
often
tho sand, which would be
Curry and Flanary.
all those things beautiful which bear
only about
them becamo very much annoyed by considerable relief from worry.
six miles, would mean more to
the individual stamp of the artist,
the persistent attention of a large fly,
NO DOUBT ABOUT IT.
Violin Solo Prof, D. N. Croft.
Cur.
Excessive worry tires the nerves
with
.my Tnnn any othi r tingle piece
while here we are satisfied
"Sam, whut kin' a fly am dis?"
After tho program was given, demusas
excessive
work
just
tires
the
of
a
road of lii:- same distance that
One of the big railroad lines has
turning out our artistically inferior
"Dat am a hoss fly.'
licious refreshments of pie and hot
cles. The poision that results fa" 8
reporting
acci
We, as a remilar form for
machine-mad- e
products.
in the entire county,
"A hoss fly cm a fly whut buzzes
, could be bi
chocolate were served.
natural product that must be thrown
Mr. Joyner ieiU us
nation, have not attained a dicriini- - dents to animals on its line. Recently 'roun cows, 'n hosses 'n jackasscs- that he has been
off to keep from getting "nerves" and
In constant
natlng taste that demands the patient a cow was killed end the track fore"You ain't makin' out for to call
communication with part
Tho use of a lighted match or oth"blues."
fruits of artistic endeavor. However, man made up the report. In answer me no jackass?"
er open flamo to ascertain the con- ies who own the land in the valley and
H arc only
the
"Disposition
fatigue,
of
bodily
in
of
As
the
and
question,
case
more
tho
to
growing
is
waiting for the county
movement
I
out
to
makin'
"No,
call
for
tents of a gasoline can it alwayt efain't
this
to
and
"Kind
complete
wrote:
the
best
remedy
relaxa
the
in
it
he
carcass,"
construct a good road across thai
and
we
you no jackaas, but you can't fool
more on the east coast
fective. Sometimes more to than
dem hosa flics." Forbes Magazine tion and rest. A sound body at a rule others, A good plan for a person who almost Impassable sand and then the;
west must lend our efforts toward it.
will return and develop
is accompanied by a sound and heal
their farms.'
thinks there is no danger In an open
From the Orient came the subtle,
thing that disturbs us is thy mind.
Another
be
will
restaurant
Kentucky
emThe
Chinese
flamo
gasoline
around
of
notes
to pursue is
persuasive color
girl who lets her moth
morning, De- - an 18 year-ol- d
to have hit affairs in such shape that
Lew Mickey, who recently moved
broidery and Japanese batik, from opened aeain Saturday
Galveston
Patronize Clovit merchants, Thej litigation is unnecessary after It is fn flnuU
.,
domi- cmber 10th, under new management. er grow old In ignorance.
!
yet
naive,
the
nuzuna,
nat recently
Hp News.
help build up the town.
tf all over.
pu.vimseu wie iveiuucxy restaurant.,
nating pattern! tnd the rather bar- - Lew Mickey, Proprietor.
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